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Inspired by human, humanoid robots has the potential to become a general-purpose
platform that lives along with human. Due to the technological advances in many
field, such as actuation, sensing, control and intelligence, it finally enables humanoid
robots to possess human comparable capabilities. However, humanoid locomotion is
still a challenging research field. The large number of degree of freedom structure
makes the system difficult to coordinate online. The presence of various contact
constraints and the hybrid nature of locomotion tasks make the planning a harder
problem to solve. Template model anchoring approach has been adopted to bridge the
gap between simple model behavior and the whole-body motion of humanoid robot.
Control policies are first developed for simple template models like Linear Inverted
Pendulum Model (LIPM) or Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum(SLIP), the result
controlled behaviors are then been mapped to the whole-body motion of humanoid
robot through optimization-based task-space control strategies. Whole-body humanoid
control framework has been verified on various contact situations such as unknown
uneven terrain, multi-contact scenarios and moving platform and shows its generality
and versatility. For walking motion, existing Model Predictive Control approach based
ii
on LIPM has been extended to enable the robot to walk without any reference foot
placement anchoring. It is kind of discrete version of “walking without thinking”.
As a result, the robot could achieve versatile locomotion modes such as automatic
foot placement with single reference velocity command, reactive stepping under large
external disturbances, guided walking with small constant external pushing forces,
robust walking on unknown uneven terrain, reactive stepping in place when blocked by
external barrier. As an extension of this proposed framework, also to increase the push
recovery capability of the humanoid robot, two new configurations have been proposed
to enable the robot to perform cross-step motions. For more dynamic hopping and
running motion, SLIP model has been chosen as the template model. Different from
traditional model-based analytical approach, a data-driven approach has been proposed
to encode the dynamics of the this model. A deep neural network is trained offline
with a large amount of simulation data based on the SLIP model to learn its dynamics.
The trained network is applied online to generate reference foot placements for the
humanoid robot. Simulations have been performed to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed approach in generating bio-inspired and robust running motions. The
method proposed based on 2D SLIP model can be generalized to 3D SLIP model and
the extension has been briefly mentioned at the end.
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Humanoid robotics is directly inspired by human itself. With human-like kinematics,
humanoid robots has the potential to become a general-purpose platform that lives
along with human. Therefore, the field has received increasingly attention during the
past years. The recent DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) [1] shows their potential
utilities in disaster response scenarios. Other emerging applications include logistic,
nursing-care and entertainment. Due to the technological advances in many field, such
as actuation, sensing, control and intelligence, it finally enables humanoid robots to
possess human comparable capabilities.
However, humanoid robotics is still a challenging research field. Among all kinds of
challenges, robust locomotion is perhaps the most basic and challenging one. Almost
no humanoid robots could come out of their lab and work with human at this moment.
2 Introduction
Many demonstrated motions usually involves large amount of tunning work and are
limited in certain scenarios. The robots are not quite ready for the changeable real
daily life environment. Most of the problem comes from their high degree-of-freedom
structure and relatively small support feet although sometimes the robot benefits from it
in terms of mobility and agility. Large number of degree-of-freedom structure in general
makes the system difficult to coordinate in real-time. Limited and not continuously
available support areas provides great challenges for maintaining balance. Due to
friction-limited and unilateral contacts between the feet and the ground, the robot can
not accelerate in any direction even if unlimited actuator has been equipped. Moreover,
the simple walking is actually a dynamic stable motion which involves multiple phases.
Different dynamics are presented in each phase and this complicate the control. For
certain period, such as heel-strike and toe-off, the robot is under-actuated and it is
actually purposely falling to its next support foot. Above mentioned features add
significant difficulties to the dynamic motion planning and control.
Most modern humanoid make use of the zero-moment point (ZMP) criterion to help
generating walking motion, such as ASIMO and HRP-2 in Figure 1.1. By controlling
the ZMP (or COP) of the robot always inside the convex hull formed by the feet, the
humanoid is effectively fully actuated. This largely simplify the planning and control
problem. Since this instantaneous stability criterion can be satisfied at any phase of
walking motion (single support phase or double support phase), the dynamics can be
simplified to a uniform one. While the theory is well established on flat terrain, it can
not be naturally generalized to uneven terrain. Assuming fully-actuation throughout
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Fig. 1.1 Position controlled humanoid robots. On the left side is ASIMO humanoid [2]
developed by Honda. On the right side is HRP-2 humanoid [3], the project is supported
by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan.
the motion makes it impossible to be applied to running motion of which the flight
phase is one of the most important characteristic and is basically under-actuated.
Industrial robots are probably the most widely used robots in the world and it is
actually the most important driver for robotics research. Fast and accurate positioning
is the most basic requirement for manufacturing applications so that many industrial
robots are designed in such a way to full fill it. They are usually powered by high speed
motor followed by high gear ratio transmission system which makes them very rigid.
With similar actuation design, early humanoid robots are mostly position controlled
and therefore moves in an unnatural way. Pure position control may cause a rise of
contact force between robot and environment due to unavoidable modeling error, and
leads to unstable behavior. To be truly useful in human’s daily environment, humanoid
4 Introduction
Fig. 1.2 Torque controlled humanoid robots. From left to right, TORO[4] developed
by DLR, Atlas [5] developed by Boston Dynamics and CASSIE developed by Agility
Robotics.
robots needs to be more compliant, adaptive and energy efficient. With compliance,
the robot can interact with human in a safer way. More than that, compliance allows
the robot to handle the physical contact between the robot and the environment in a
more gentle way which is actually the key for the success of locomotion task. All these
requirements demand dynamic control. Last but not least, dynamic locomotion takes
advantage of the natural dynamics of the robot and this makes the motion much more
energy efficient. Based on above observation, a whole new class of robots which are
compliant and dynamic controllable have been build in recent years.
Humanoid robots is intrinsically a high-dimensional, non-linear, dynamical system.
It is difficult to directly control all degree of freedom (DoF) of the robot. What’s more,
many tasks for humanoid robots to achieve are intuitively defined in Cartesian space
instead of joint space. This is where template anchoring approach comes into use, it
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serves as a bridge which brings the gap between simple model and whole-body model.
Simple models that focus on a few meaningful degree of freedoms (DoFs), such as
center of mass (CoM), contact points can largely describe the essence part of humanoid
dynamics. The idea of template anchoring naturally implies a multi-level control
strategy. At higher level, simplified behaviors (such as CoM and Feet movements) are
generated based on template model. The lower level controller takes these references
and generate whole-body motion based on it. This approach achieves great successes
in humanoid locomotion research.
Is there a universal template model for all human behaviors? At least at this
moment, the answer is not clear. In the walking research field, the most widely
used template model is the Linear Inverted Pendulum Model (LIPM) and it leads to
tremendous successes on real humanoid robots such as the two shown in Figure 1.1.
The Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model has been often used as template
model for hopping and running. A novel walking template model Dual Spring Loaded
Inverted Pendulum (Dual-SLIP) model has been proposed recently and it tries to unify
all types of motion within one framework. Bearing in mind the question asked at
the beginning of this paragraph, this dissertation tries to answer it from a different
perspective. Assuming there are multiple template models involved in human motion,
there needs to be a synthesis-planner to manage the employment of the appropriate
template for a certain type of movement as well as the transferring between different
models.
6 Introduction
Motivated by this, this dissertation presents a unified control framework that can
handle a variety of terrain situations as well as different levels of external disturbances.
For extremely dynamic motion such as hopping and running, a neural-network based
SLIP controller has been introduced.
1.2 Previous Work
The area of dynamic locomotion has been studied extensively over the last decades.
Researchers have proposed many different approaches to address the problem. Here
not all of them will be reviewed but most popular ones will be covered.
1.2.1 Passive Dynamic Walking
For perusing energy efficiency, passive dynamic walker has been developed. It has no
actuation and is able to walk down a slope relying solely on gravity. The demonstrated
human-like and efficient walking motion has attracted much attention [6, 7]. Minimal
actuation added to the robot makes this type of robot be able to walk on flat terrain
[8–11]. More recently, the Cornell Ranger [12] walked 65.2 km in about 31 hours
without being interrupted with a single battery charge. The total cost of transport
is 0.28 which is similar to the human’s one 0.3 and this might eventually leads to
energy-efficient walking on more complex robots.
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1.2.2 Hybrid-Zero-Dynamics Control
Hybrid-Zero-Dynamics (HZD) [13] is one of the most systematic approach to design
walking controller for underactuated robots. In [14], it has been shown that the
stability of the swing phase of a three-link planner walking motion is governed by
its zero dynamics through partial feedback linearization. The basic idea is to design
the zero dynamics for the robot through an indirect manner so that it leads to the
achievement of a given task, particularly, without consideration of impact model. By
incorporating the impact model into the zero dynamics, the concept of HZD has been
introduced [15]. Based on the HZD model, a systematic way to design a feedback
controller that leads to stable walking motion has been introduced [16].
1.2.3 Heuristic Control
The best example of this type of controllers is the one from Marc Raibert. Initially, it
has been found that a three-part controller could stabilize the hopping motion of a
simple hopper consists of a body and a leg [17]. The controller decompose the control
into three targets: hopping height, forward speed and posture. Among them, the
speed target is regulated by foot placement heuristics which is also the key for balance
control. The same idea has been extended to planar bipeds [18] and 3D bipeds [19]. In
another work [20], simple heuristic strategies have been applied to simulated humanoid




In fact, trajectory optimization is one of the earliest approaches to generating walking
and running motions [21]. The idea is to use trajectory optimization to find out the
walking motion that satisfying certain objectives and at the same time subject to
all kinds of constraints. The problem of this approach in early days is that it is too
computationally demanding due to the complexity of robot dynamic model. The
optimization based on full humanoid dynamic model is too computationally demanding
for early days computer, this approach takes off more recently due to the advances
of computer science [22]. Different control parameterizations exist: joint trajectories
parameterized as way points [23, 24], piecewise linear function of time [25, 26], B-
Splines [27], cubic splines [28, 29]. In general, trajectory optimization approach is
time consuming (not ready for real-time application) and tend to have multiple local
minimums due to the nonlinearity of the problem.
1.2.5 Simple-Model-Based Control
Instead of directly dealing with the humanoid whole-body model, an alternative is
to just focus on a reduced ordered subsystem and the rest part can be more or less
independently controlled. The subsystem could be represented by a "template" model
[30]. By studying the simplified model dynamics, it gives insights of the whole system.
The most commonly used template for walking motion is Linear Inverted Pendulum
Model (LIPM). It has been proposed in [31] and later extended to 3D [32]. The model
gives the relationship between CoM and zero moment point (ZMP) [33]. Based on
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this model, “ZMP Preview Control” has been proposed to generate humanoid walking
motion [34]. Model predictive control (MPC) has been adopted to reformulate the
same problem [35] in a more general sense and the resulted controller is more robust
due to fast online iterative optimization. In a later work [36], online foot placement
adjustment has been incorporated into the MPC control framework. By adding a
flywheel on top of the LIPM, this augmented model has been used to study the push
recovery property of humanoid robot [37–39].
The Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) is first introduced in the paper
[30] and has long been recognized as a template model for running motion for a wide
variety of species [40]. There is no doubt that it also been applied on humanoid robot
to generate hopping or running motion [41–46]. In computer graphic field, running
motion has been generated by combining LIPM in horizontal direction and spring mass
model in vertical direction [47].
1.2.6 Task-Space Control
Task-Space control, also called operational-space control, provides the framework to
design the whole-body motion of humanoid robot in task space. Tasks are often
intuitively defined in task space rather than joint space. For instance, to grasp an
object, the task is usually expressed as the position and orientation of the hand in
Cartesian space [48]. Locomotion tasks are often defined by CoM trajectories and feet
trajectories [49]. In such a way, the design is carried out in a smaller space with less
DoF comparing to corresponding joint space.
10 Introduction
Comparing to fixed based manipulator, task space motion generation on humanoid
robot (typically floating based robot) has to pay more attention on stability issues.
There are many proposed criteria which can be roughly sorted as two categories:
instantaneous stability criteria and long-term stability criteria. For static tasks, con-
sidering instantaneous stability is usually enough, but this is not the case for dynamic
locomotion tasks such as hopping and running. The task-space controller (whole-body
controller) only regulates the instantaneous dynamics which implies that without the
help of a extended forward looking controller, it is almost impossible for it to achieve
dynamic movements alone. As a result, the task-space controller often serves as a
low-level controller that takes the task trajectories as input and generate whole-body
joint control outputs at current time step.
Virtual Model Control (VMC) [50] is a motion control framework that uses virtual
components to create virtual forces and then maps these forces to joint torques
through Jacobian transpose. However, the mapping ignores velocity terms (Coriolis
and centrifugal terms) of the dynamics of the robot which makes it difficult to be
directly applied on very dynamic motions. Considering full-body dynamics, Dynamic
Balance Force Control (DBFC) [51] is proposed to calculate full-body joint toques
based on desired CoM motion and contact forces without considering the limits on
joint torques and accelerations. Seamlessly integrating VMC into DBFC framework
also has been presented in the same work. Null-space projection method has been
used to control whole-body behaviors without considering of unilateral constraints [52]
[53]. To take into account of whole-body dynamics and all sorts of constraints which
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are missing from previously mentioned methods, quadratic programming (QP) based
optimization method has been proposed [49] [54] [55] [56]. In general, two formulations
exists to resolve the multi-objectives QP optimization problem: prioritized approach
[49] and weighted approach [55] [56]. The weighted approach tries to resolve the
conflicts between multiple tasks by defining a simple scalar weight for each task. The
prioritized approach imposes strict priority on each task which means that lower priority
task would not interfere higher priority tasks at all in which sense it is similar to the
null-space projection method but considering constraints. Actually, the two approaches
could be integrated into a unified multi-level framework which considering weights
between the same level tasks and hierarchy between different level tasks. Several
follow-up works come up with better formulation to reduce the computation cost. A
reduced formulation for multiple rigid planar contact scenario has been proposed in [57].
Through decomposition of the equation of motion into floating-base part and direct
actuation part [58], the optimization variables could be reduced with a number of n
(the number of DoF of the robot) and the resulted optimization could be implemented
for real-time control (1 kHz). In [59], a reformulation of prioritized task-space control
as conic optimization problem has been proposed and it can be solved at real-time
rates. A custom active-set algorithm [60] is developed by exploiting sparsity and
temporal structure in the optimization and its performance surpass the best available
off-the-shelf solvers. Recently, it has been shown that regulating centroidal angular
momentum [61] is very important for dynamic motions [62], as a result, it has emerged
to become an important task in the whole-body control framework [24] [45] [63].
12 Introduction
1.3 Organization and Contributions
This dissertation aims to the development of dynamic motions for humanoid robots. A
framework is provided integrating motion planning, control and potentially learning.
Various practical applications based on the framework have been demonstrated to prove
its effectiveness. Chapter 2 describes the general humanoid dynamic model and control
framework. Several aspects of the dynamic model have been described: joint-space
dynamics, floating-base dynamics (system dynamics) and centroidal dynamics. For
centroidal dynamics, its relationship with generalized acceleration and ground reaction
forces have been described. Since computational dynamics approach has been used,
the framework remains general to several existing humanoid robots in the lab. The
simulation environment used in this dissertation has also been introduced in the same
chapter.
Chapter 3 focus on the optimization based whole-body control. Few important
control tasks have been listed. Several applications have been demonstrated to show
that how it could be applied to control humanoid whole-body motion. Among the
applications, the wall-pushing and recovery example shows potential extension of the
whole-body control to multi-contact scenario or quadruped. The self-balancing mobile
platform riding case shows the dynamic interaction capability of the controller.
Chapter 4 focus on the walking motion. Improved Model Predictive Control (MPC)
formulation has been proposed allowing the robot to walk without any reference foot
step anchoring. It can be considered as a discrete version of “walking without thinking”.
Based on this proposed planning scheme, versatile walking mode can be achieved.
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Depending on how much external force been applied on the robot, the robot could
achieve guided walking or reactive stepping. Considering unstructured environment,
two cases have been demonstrated: uneven terrain and unknown obstacle. Thanks to
the proposed foot step planning, the robot remains stepping in place without falling
when its body has been blocked by the obstacle. More challenging walking on line
feet and even point feet have been tested with this planner, the results prove that the
framework can be extended to under-actuation cases. To the author’s best knowledge,
the same planning scheme has never been extended to full scale humanoid robots
with line feet or point feet. In this last part of this chapter, two new configurations
have been proposed to enable the robot to achieve cross-step motion which extensively
enlarge the push recovery capability of the humanoid robots.
Chapter 5 extends the motion capability of the robot to hopping and running with
new template model. To form the baseline, Marc Raibert three-part controller has been
mapped to the whole-body humanoid robot. A data-driven neural-network controller
has been proposed to encode the SLIP model behavior and used to online to give
reference foot placement. The new proposed controller gives better running velocity
regulation comparing to the baseline. Extension to 3D-SLIP model has been described
to show the generality and extensibility of the approach.




Humanoid Dynamic Model and
Control Framework
2.1 Humanoid Dynamic Model
This modeling part is based on the book Rigid Body Dynamics Algorithms [64] written
by Roy Featherstone. Multiple libraries have been developed separately based on the
conventions and algorithms described in the book. They are available in different
programming languages: Spatial_v2 [65] implemented in Matlab, RBDL [66] in C++
(Python wrapper provided).
To calculate the dynamics of a given rigid-body system, two approaches exists:
symbolic approach and computational approach. Symbolic approach first develop the
symbolic equations of motion for the system and then substitute numbers into those
equation during dynamic calculation. Computational approach construct a system
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model first and supply it as an argument to a model-based dynamics calculation routine
(code). In this paper, the second approach is preferred since multiple humanoid robots
exists in our lab, it is much easier to construct and modify system model than work
out custom symbolic equation of motion for each robot.
2.1.1 Humanoid Robots
Several humanoid platforms have been developed in the lab during the past years.
As shown in Figure 2.1, they are COMAN [67], WALK-MAN [68] and CogIMon [69].
These humanoid robots are initially developed with different purpose in mind. COMAN
has been developed to explore actuation system with passive compliance. The goal
of WALK-MAN is to develop a robotic platform that can operate in unstructured
environments and potentially been used for disaster response. The CogIMon project
aims at more robust, dependable interaction capabilities between human and robot, in
particular the compliant robot CogIMon.
Although developed in different forms, all of them share a similar anthropomorphic
structure. Detailed joint configuration of previously mentioned humanoid robots are
listed in Table 2.1. From the table it is obvious that all the robots has identical
lower-body (Legs) arrangement but with minor difference in their upper-body (Arms
and Waist). Since this dissertation focuses on locomotion study of humanoid robots,
and also for simplicity, only lower-body is considered for modeling. Without loss
of generality, the lower-body which consists of two legs and a common base can be
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Fig. 2.1 Humanoid robots developed at Italian Institute of Technology (IIT). From left
to right: COMAN, WALK-MAN and CogIMon.
considered as a minimum kinematic tree structure with two branches. Arm and head
branch can be easily added without changing the general modeling process.
Since many humanoid robots exists, a unified way to represent those robots is
needed. In our lab, the Unified Robot Description Format (URDF) has been used
to describe the robot structure. Another reason for using URDF is that it is a self-
contained format which includes all robot information and does not depends on any
kinematics or dynamics libraries. This is beneficial for external collaborators who want
to try their algorithms on our robot model, as well as for internal users who want
to try different kinematics or dynamics libraries on the same robot. To summarize,
the model representation is decoupled from later usage. For a specific user who is
using a specific software to model and simulate these robots, only a parser is needed to
translate URDF model to their own model structure and this is usually provided by
most off-the-shelf libraries.
18 Humanoid Dynamic Model and Control Framework




Shoulder 3 3 3
Elbow 1 1 1
Wrist N/A 3 3
Waist 3 2 2
Leg
Hip 3 3 3
Knee 1 1 1
Ankle 2 2 2
Note: Neck and Hand joints are not listed here.
2.1.2 Kinematic Tree
A humanoid robot is basically a floating-base multi-rigid-body system and its bodies are
connected resembling a kinematic tree-structure. A data structure defining a kinematic
tree should contains at least the following information:
• the number of bodies (the number of joints is the same)
• connectivity data (describing how the bodies are connected together)
• joint data (includes joint type and joint parameters)
• geometry data (the location of each joint in each body)
• body data (the spatial inertia of each body)
Here, we will mainly describe how the connectivity graph is defined given the lower-body
of a humanoid robot.
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Fig. 2.2 Connectivity graph of the lower-body of humanoid robot. Nodes represent
bodies, in particular, the root node is labeled with a special empty circle. Arcs represent
joints and they connect all bodies together. Body indexes have been labeled next to
each node.
Connectivity Graph
A connectivity graph describes the component parts (nodes and arcs) and how they are
connected together. In this case, the nodes represents bodies and arcs represent joints.
Exactly one node is defined as the base and the rests represent moving bodies. For a
humanoid robot, waist body is usually taken as the floating-base and connected to the
fixed base (ground) through a 6-DoF virtual joint as shown in Figure 2.2. The 6 DoF
virtual joint does not impose any motion constraints on the robot and it is defined to
identify the position and velocity of the floating base with respect to ground.
Numbering Scheme
The numbering of bodies is defined here. The fixed base is numbered as Body 0 (ground
in this case). The floating base is selected as Body 1 (waist of the robot). The rest
bodies are numbered from 2 to NB (number of bodies) in a order such that each body
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has a higher number than its parent body and this is called forward numbering. Arcs
are numbered such that arc i connects node i to its parent node, as a result, arc index
starts from 1.
In our case, the numbering starts from left upper leg to left lower leg and continue
with right upper leg, then right lower leg. Actually, due to the absence of spherical
joint type and universal joint type in URDF definition, the 3 DoF hip joint and 2
DoF ankle joint have been decomposed into multiple sequential single DoF revolute
joints which are connected through intermediate bodies. Take the robot CogIMon for
example, the connectivity graph is plotted in Figure 2.3. All joints (arcs) have been
labeled out in the graph. “Ground” and “Waist” body have been labeled out since
they represent two important bases of the graph. All the other bodies (nodes) are
named by combining its parent joint name and “Body” suffix. For example, the body
after “LHipRoll” joint is named as “LHipRollBody”.
Representation of Connectivity Graph
There are many ways to represent a connectivity graph. One way is to keep joint
predecessor array p and successor array s in a pair, such that p(i) and s(i) are
predecessor body index and successor body index of joint i. Another way it the parent
array λ. Its element λ(i) represents the parent body number of body i. For example,
the connectivity graph in Figure 2.3, the parent body of body 1 is body 0: λ(1) = 0,
the parent body of body 2 is body 1: λ(2) = 1. Especially, the parent body of body
8 is also body 1: λ(8) = 1 since the tree starts branching from body 1. Similarly,
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Fig. 2.3 Connectivity graph of the lower-body of CogIMon robot.
we can figure out all elements and organize them together to form the parent array:
λ = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] with 1 ≤ i ≤ NB. The parent array provides
complete description of the connectivity graph and most algorithms only depends on
it.
2.1.3 Joint Space Dynamic Model
Here the equation of motion is defined in joint space. We will start with the configuration
parameterization of the robot. q is defined as a full description of the configuration
of the system. The floating base of the robot is connected to the ground through
a 6 DoF joint as introduced in the previous section. The 6 DoF free flying joint
∈ SE(3) normally consists of a 3 DoF translational joint and a 3 DoF spherical joint.




f ] ∈ R3 is enough to define the translational
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joint configuration. For the rotational part ∈ SO(3), there are several different
parameterizations exist: rotation matrix, Euler angles, quaternions. To avoid joint





has been chosen to defined the orientation of the floating base. In such a way, a total
of 7 parameters is needed to represent the pose of the floating base with respect to the
ground. Assuming a robot has n actuated joints and their configuration represented
by qa ∈ Rn, the whole configuration q is defined in the space Rn+7 by combining pf ,
ϵf and qa.
The generalized velocity of the system is defined as q̇ ∈ Rn+6, it consist of two part:
the generalized velocity of the floating base q̇f ∈ R6 and the rates of all actuated joints
q̇a ∈ Rn. The system acceleration is denote as q̈ ∈ Rn+6 and share similar form as
velocity. The joint space dynamic equations of motion takes the standard from:
H(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) = Saτ + Js(q)T Fs, (2.1)
where H ∈ R(n+6)×(n+6), Cq̇ ∈ Rn+6 and G ∈ Rn+6 are the mass matrix, velocity
term (Coriolis and centrifugal forces) and gravitational term. The matrix Sa =
[0n×6, 1n×n]T ∈ R(n+6)×n is a selection matrix for the actuated joints. τ ∈ Rn stands
for the actuated joint torques. Js ∈ R(6Ns)×(n+6) is a concatenated support Jacobian
and it depends on the number of supports Ns, Fs ∈ R6Ns is the concatenated ground

















where J is is the Jacobian matrix associated with the support i and f is is the contact
force acting on this support.
2.1.4 System Newton and Euler Equations
In [70], it shows that the Newton and Euler equations for the whole system are
embedded in the joint space equation of motion of a floating-base articulated rigid
body systems. As pointed out in [58], the joint space equation of motion (2.1) can be


















where the top six rows with subscript [·]1 represents the floating base part, and the
rest part with subscript [·]a corresponds to the actuated part. Rewriting this equation
into two:
H1q̈ + C1q̇ + G1 = JTs,1Fs (2.4)
Haq̈ + Caq̇ + Ga = τ + JTs,aFs (2.5)
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Eq. (2.4) is the system Newton and Euler equation, it express the change of momentum
of the system as a function of external force. This is exactly the centroidal dynamic of
the system expressed in the inertial frame. As we can see in the section 2.1.5, with
one more coordinate transformation, the centroidal dynamics of the system can be
constructed.
2.1.5 Centroidal Dynamic Model
Relationship with Generalized Acceleration
Introduced in [71] [61], Centroidal momentum is the sum of all body spatial momenta
computed with respect to the CoM. It collects the system linear momentum and
angular momentum together. A Centroidal Momentum Matrix (CMM) AG ∈ R6×(n+6)
is defined and it relates the system generalized velocity q̇ to the centroidal momentum
hG:
hG = AGq̇ (2.6)
The derivative of (2.6) is often required when performing dynamic whole-body
control:
ḣG = AGq̈ + ȦGq̇ (2.7)
In [72] [73], it has been shown that the CMM AG is related to the joint space mass
matrix H and can be efficiently calculated:
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AG = 1XTGS1H = 1XTGH1 (2.8)
where H1 is the floating base inertia matrix appears in eq. (2.4), with a floating base
selector S1 = [16×6, 06×n], it could be selected from the joint space inertia matrix H .
1XTG ∈ R6×6 is a spatial transformation matrix from that transfer spatial momentum








where S(p) provides the skew symmetric cross product matrix such that S(p)v = p×v.
The orientation of Frame G could be selected to be parallel to the ground inertial frame,
than the rotation matrix GR1 = 0R1. 1pG stands for the vector from floating base origin
to CoM expressed in floating base frame and it can be calculated 1pG = 1R0(0pG − 0p1).
The centroidal dynamics velocity-dependent bias ȦGq̇ can be calculated form joint-
space velocity term Cq̇:
ȦGq̇ = 1XTGS1Cq̇ = 1XTGC1q̇ (2.10)
where C1q̇ is the floating base velocity term in eq. (2.4), it also can be selected out
from the joint space equation of motion with the selector S1.
Note that, here it is assumed that the floating base spatial velocity 1v1 = [1ωT1 , 1vT1 ]T
expressed in its body frame has been chosen as its generalized velocity q̇f .
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Relationship with Ground Reaction Force
On one hand, the centroidal dynamics ḣG is linear related to the generalized acceleration
q̈ as shown in (2.7) On the other hand, it is also linked to external forces on the system
as stated by Newton’s and Euler’s laws that the changing rate of momentum ḣG equals
to the net external wrench fG on the robot:
ḣG = fnetG (2.11)
fnetG is comprised of the gravity force and ground reaction force Fs expressed at G.
The spatial transform sXTG can be used to transform the external wrench from support
Frame to G Frame:
ḣG = fnetG = sXTGFs + fG (2.12)








where each element is a spatial force transformation matrix that transform the each
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2.2 Control Framework
2.2.1 Robot-Environment Loop
Fig. 2.4 Agent-Environment Loop.
In this part, the overview of the whole control framework is provided. In learning
field, reinforcement learning [74] is a computational approach where an agent interacts
with an environment by taking actions in which it tries to maximize an accumulated
reward. As shown in Figure 2.4, the agent-environment loop summarizes what is
going on during the learning process: an agent in a current state takes an action, the
environment reacts and responds, returning a new observation and reward to the agent.
Given the updated observation and reward, the agent chooses the next action, and the
loop repeats until an environment is solved or terminated. An typical implementation
of the classic “agent-environment loop” developed by OpenAI Gym [75] is given in
Listing 2.1.
Listing 2.1 Agent-Environment Loop Python Example
import gym
env = gym . make( " Humanoid " )
obse rvat i on = env . r e s e t ( )
for t in range ( 1 000 ) :
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ac t i on = env . act ion_space . sample ( )
observat ion , reward , done , i n f o = env . s tep ( ac t i on )
In control engineering, the terms agent, environment and action can be replaced
by controller, controlled plant and control signal. The same applies to robotics field
(Figure 2.5), the controller of a humanoid robot can be considered as the agent. The
control plant contains the robot and its surroundings , it could happens in real life
or in simulation. Here in this paper, we mainly refer the environment as simulation.
The controller receives human commands (such as stand still, walking forward) and
generates control commands for each actuator, such as position or torque. After
receiving these commands, the robot takes actions immediately. As a result, the robot
will interact with the world at contact points. If this happens in a simulator, simulated
contact forces will be calculated based on some contact model and exert on the robot
as external forces. Then the simulator will step forward one step by integrating the
dynamics of the robot. At the end of one step simulation, the states of the robot will
be sent back to the controller. Based on updated states, the controller will calculate
new control commands accordingly, and the loop goes on and on, until tasks have been
accomplished.
2.2.2 Simulation Environment
The full 3D simulation environment that we use in this paper is the mainly Gazebo
[76] and PyBullet [77].
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Fig. 2.5 Robot-Environment Loop.
Gazebo is an open source rigid-body simulator that supports multiple choice of
physics engines, such as Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) [78], Bullet Physics Engine [79].
It is originally part of the Robot Operating System (ROS) [80] project and later been
separated as an independent package. ROS integrates closely with Gazebo through
the gazebo_ros_pkgs [81]. This package provides a Gazebo plugin module that allows
bidirectional communication between Gazebo and ROS. Simulated sensor and physics
data can stream from Gazebo to ROS, and actuator commands can stream from ROS
back to Gazebo. The main advantage of using Gazebo/ROS environment is that the
controller can be easily switched from simulation to real-world environment since ROS
is served as an unified intermediate communication interface between controller and
environment. However the main issue of ROS is that it is not a hard real time operating
system. This might not be a problem for tasks like manipulation but it is a basic
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requirement for tasks like locomotion for which timing matters a lot for balancing
capability. In simulation, it is not a big issue since the simulator can be slowed done
by modifying its real-time-factor setting. For real world implementation, ROS2 with
real-time support has been developed in promising of addressing the issue. In our case,
we mainly test our controller in simulation so we don’t need to worry much about the
timing issue.
Another simulation environment we have tested is PyBullet which is a Python
module that extends the Bullet Physics Engine [79] with robotics and machine learning
capabilities. Bullet solves the equations of motion for articulated rigid bodies in
generalized coordinates while simultaneously satisfying physical constraints including
contact, joint limits and actuator models. Then the state of the system is numerically
integrated over time using a semi-implicit scheme. The advantage of PyBullet is that
you have full control of the simulation process. Meaning that you could step through
the simulation by your self, in this way, the timing issue is no more a problem. For the
controller, it could take as much as time it needs to calculate the control outputs during
which period the simulation is paused. Given the controller outputs, the simulation
could be step forward for required time step. The step simulation will perform all
the actions in a single forward dynamics simulation step such as collision detection,
constraint solving and integration and at the end give back the system states which
are needed for next step control outputs calculation.
For experiment, XBotCore [82], a light-weight, Real-Time (RT) software platform
has been developed in our lab to enable RT control on real world hardware.
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2.2.3 Hierarchical Controller
The main part of this thesis is focusing on the designing of controller for the humanoid
robot. A detailed robot environment loop diagram has been shown in Figure 2.6
including the proposed controller structure. The control system has been designed as a
hierarchical system consists of multiple levels:
• The highest level is the behavior level, it receives the abstract human commands
and decides which template model fits the best for the commanded movement.
For example, the LIPM can be used for walking motion but it is not possible to
generate hopping and running motion. For the later cases, SLIP model fits better.
This level of controller then is responsible for choosing correct template model
and switching from current behavior to new behavior. It also plays a important
role in push recovery situation which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
4.
• The middle level is Model Predictive Controller (MPC) based on decided template
model. The long-term prediction based on simple model is crucial for robust
locomotion due to their long-term stability nature. By optimizing a finite time-
horizon evolution of the simple model, the optimal plan is found and the first
timeslot of the plan will be fed to the whole-body controller to execute. This
optimization process is repeated at every timestep so the robot is reactive to
external disturbances through out the whole stage of movement.
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• The low level controller is a whole-body dynamic controller that tries to full fill
the instantaneous plan given by upper level MPC controller, and at the same
time, with respect to all sorts of constraints, such as dynamic feasibility, friction
cone, torque limits.
Each level of the control system runs at different frequency. The simulation runs at
1 kHz frequency which means that the simulator will integrate the system dynamics
every 1 ms given the joint torque command from the controller. This suggests that it is
better to run the whole-body controller at 1 kHz frequency to be able to update torque
command together with the simulation loop. Moving upward through the hierarchy,
the MPC controller does not necessarily runs at the same frequency as the whole-body
controller. It can run at 500 Hz or even at lower frequency. Normally, faster MPC
control frequency means shorter update duration which makes the robot more reactive
to external disturbances. The highest behavior level controller will only be activated
when human command been modified or large external disturbance happens. For
example, the human command switch from walking to running, the behavior level
controller will switch template model from LIPM to SLIP. Another case is when large
push occurs, the robot needs to switch from standing to walking or from walking to
hopping or running.
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3.1 Task-Space Control Problem
The standard whole-body joint space dynamics equation of motion for a humanoid
robot is given in 2.1.3, here we repeat it here for reference:
H(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) = STa τ + Js(q)
T Fs, (3.1)
where q is the configuration of the system, q̇ ∈ Rn+6 and q̈ ∈ Rn+6 are the generalized
velocity and acceleration of the system. H ∈ R(n+6)×(n+6), Cq̇ ∈ Rn+6 and G ∈ Rn+6
are the mass matrix, velocity-terms (Coriolis and centrifugal forces) and gravitational
term. The matrix Sa = [0n×6, 1n×n] is a selection matrix for the actuated joints.
τ ∈ Rn+6 stands for the actuated joint torques. Js ∈ R(6Ns)×(n+6) is a concatenated
support Jacobian and it depends on the number of supports Ns. Fs ∈ R6Ns is the
concatenated ground reaction forces (GRFs).
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When designing the whole-body behavior of a humanoid robot, it is often more
intuitive and convenient to plan the motion in task space (or operational space) than
joint space. In general, a task space objective can be defined as:
rt = At(q)q̇ (3.2)
where rt represents a general task, At is the generalized task Jacobian. Here, the task
is defined in kinematic level, to incorporated this task into dynamic level control, the
second order relationship could be find out by differentiation:
ṙt = Atq̈ + Ȧtq̇ (3.3)
Given commanded instantaneous task dynamics, ṙt,c, the task space control problem is
to find the best possible joint acceleration q̈ to match it while satisfying all constraints.
3.1.1 Ground Reaction Force Constraints
The whole-body task space control often needs to handle multiple tasks who might be
conflicts with each other, and at the same time, meets all constraints. Therefore, the
problem falls onto two points: how to handle multiple tasks and how to incorporate
constraints. Without considering GRFs constraints, prioritized operational space control
framework for humanoids in support has been proposed in [83]: original equation of
motion has been projected onto a subset of configuration space which is consistent with
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the support constraints. In the framework, multiple tasks privatization are handled
through a series of nested null-space projectors.
However, the constraints on GRFs Fs (friction limits and unilateral constraint)
are crucial since many tasks including centroidal momentum are regulated by GRFs.
Violation of these constraints could lead to the failure of all other tasks. Additional
treatments are required [70] [84]. Some other works [85] [56] [57] have proposed to
use quadratic programming (QP) to solve the multiple-objective task space control
problem while with fully respect of GRFs constraints.
To constrain the GRFs and the ZMP (CoP) associated with it, different approaches
has been proposed. In [86], it is proposed that each spatial contact force f is ∈ R6 could
be represented by a combination of pure forces (no moment) that act on the vertices
of the convex support region. Another way to handle the spatial contact force is to
approximate the friction cone with a friction pyramid as shown in Figure 3.1. Given
the friction coefficient µi for support i, the corresponding friction cone Cis is defined:
Fig. 3.1 Friction Model. The spatial force f is for support i is bounded by the friction
cone Cis and it can be approximated by a pyramid P is.
Cis = {(f ix, f iy, f iz) ∈ R3 |
√
(f ix)2 + (f iy)2 ≤ µif iz} (3.4)
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where (f ix, f iy, f iz) is the force part of the contact spatial force f is = [nix, niy, niz, f ix, f iy, f iz]T .
The friction pyramid can be defined as:
P is = {(f ix, f iy, f iz) ∈ R3 | f ix ≤ µif iz, f iy ≤ µif iz} (3.5)
The friction pyramid is used as friction constraints in this paper since the conic one
can not fit into the quadratic optimization. The unilateral constraints can be also
defined for the same support:
0 ≤ f iz (3.6)
Assuming the feet has a box collision, the ZMP constraints can be also defined:
d−x ≤ niy/f iz ≤ d+x
d−y ≤ −nix/f iz ≤ d+y
(3.7)
where the size of the sole is defined by (d−x , d+x ) in x direction and (d−y , d+y ) in y direction,
(nix, niy, niz) is the couple part of the contact spatial force f is = [nix, niy, niz, f ix, f iy, f iz]T .
Fig. 3.2 ZMP constraints.
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Note that all these constraints related to ground reaction forces are defined in local
frame, normally the contact spatial force is defined at the contact point with world





 f is (3.8)
since the spatial force has just been rotated locally, there is no positional translation
involved.
3.1.2 Task-Space Control Formulation
Many works [85] [56] [57] have proposed to use quadratic programming (QP) to solve
the multiple-objective task space control problem: joint accelerations q̈ and joint
torques τ and GRFs Fs are considered as optimization variables and all constraints
related to them could be integrated into the optimization problem. When there are
multiple tasks to be considered, one could either combine all the tasks errors in a
weighted-sum form within the cost function, with more important tasks given higher
weights, or one could solve the QP for each individual task in a prioritized manner.
More specifically, to optimize for lower-priority tasks, the QP may be modified with
additional constraints to ensure that all the higher priority tasks are not affected.
As a result, a series of nested QPs (or stack of QPs) needs to be solved to find the
outputs. The former approach been called "weighted approach" and the latter one is
"prioritized approach". Actually, the two approaches could be integrated into a unified
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multi-level framework which considering weights between the same level tasks and
priorities between different level tasks. Several follow-up works come up with different
formulation to reduce the computation cost. Through decomposition of the equation of
motion into floating-base part and direct actuation part [58], the optimization variables
could be reduced with a number of n (the number of DoF of the robot) and the
resulted optimization could be implemented for real-time control (1 kHz). In [59], a
reformulation of prioritized task-space control as conic optimization problem has been
proposed and it can be solved at real-time rates. In this thesis we use the weighted
QP to solve the task space control problem.
As shown in section 2.1.4, the joint space dynamic equation can be partitioned into
two parts:
H1q̈ + C1q̇ + G1 = JTs,1Fs (3.9)
Haq̈ + Caq̇ + Ga = τ + JTs,aFs (3.10)
the previous one represents the system Newton and Euler equation (floating base part),
the later one stands for the actuated part. From (3.10), it is easy to figured out that τ
is linearly related to q̈ and Fs:
τ = Haq̈ + Caq̇ + Ga − JTs,aFs (3.11)
It indicates that the joint torque τ does not need to be included into the optimization
variable, it could calculated after finding out proper q̈ and Fs, as long as they satisfy the
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system dynamic constraints introduced by (3.9). So, we could choose the optimization






T QX + pT X
s.t. CineqX ≤ cineq
CeqX = ceq
(3.12)
where costs are defined by Q and p, inequality constraints are defined by Cineq and
cineq, equality constraints are defined by Ceq and ceq. The least square cost function
with the form of 12 ||AX − b||
2 can be expanded:
1
2 ||AX − b||
2 = 12(AX − b)
T (AX − b)
= 12(X
T AT AX − XT AT b − bT AX + bT b)
= 12X
T AT AX − bT AX + 12b
T b
(3.13)
since b is fixed quantity, it is enough to consider the first two terms, so the cost term can
be rewrite into standard QP form 12X
T QX + pT X with Q = AT A and p = −AT b.
When there are multiple tasks to be optimized, each of them is defined by Ai
and bi, weight wi could be added to define the relative importance among potentially





wi||AiX − bi||2 (3.14)
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where Nt is the number of tasks. The overall task matrix A and task vector b can be
















3.1.3 Tasks of Interest
Centroidal Linear and Angular Momentum Task
As explained in 2.1.5, the centroidal momentum hG is the sum of all body spatial
momenta computed with respect to the CoM. It collects the system linear momentum
and angular momentum. The linear part is directly related to the CoM position with
a mass scale. The angular part is not directly related to any orientation representation
of the robot [70] but there are evidences showing its usefulnesses in whole-body control,
such as resulted upper-body motions and increased robustness to pushes [85] [61] [87].
The centroidal dynamics is given by the equation:
ḣG = AGq̈ + ȦGq̇ (3.16)
where AG and ȦGq̇ are the CMM matrix and velocity-dependent bias term, they can
be constructed from joint space inertia matrix H and velocity term Cq̇ as described
in 2.1.5.
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The commanded centroidal dynamics ḣG,c = [k̇TG,c, l̇TG,c]T are composed of the linear
part l̇G,c and angular part k̇G,c, they are defined separately. For the linear momentum,
the commanded rate of change is given by
l̇G,c = m[p̈G,d + KD,l(ṗG,d − ṗG) + KP,l(pG,d − pG)] (3.17)
where p̈G,d, ṗG,d, pG,d are desired CoM dynamics comes from trajectories generated by
upper-level simple model based controller. ṗG and pG are current CoM velocity and
position calculated from current robot states. KP,l,KD,l are PD gains that could be
tuned to achieve desired performance. m is the total mass of the robot.
The commanded angular momentum is given by
k̇G,c = k̇G,d + KD,k(kG,d − kG) (3.18)
where k̇G,d and kG,d are desired changing rate of angular momentum and angular
momentum, for balancing case they can be set to zero k̇G,d = kG,d = 0 which will damp
out the system angular momentum. For more dynamic motion, k̇G,d, kG,d could be
designed to track some desired angular momentum trajectory to encode whole-body
rotation [73].
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Foot Pose Tracking Task
Tracking Cartesian space pose targets is considered to be an important task either
for manipulation or locomotion. This task also has linear and angular part involved.
Starting from the kinematic relationship of an foot:
v = J(q)q̇ (3.19)
where v = [ωT , ṗT ]T is the spatial velocity of the foot and J is the associated Jacobian
matrix. The second order dynamics can be derived by differentiation:
v̇ = Jq̈ + J̇ q̈ (3.20)







are defined using position/orientation PD feedback law:
ω̇c = ω̇d + KD,ω (ωd − ω) + KP,ωeo
p̈c = p̈d + KD,p (ṗd − ṗ) + KP,p (pd − p)
(3.21)
where subscript [·]c and [·]d denote commanded and desired quantities. Desired quan-
tities are normally comes from the pose (position and orientation) trajectories given
by upper-level planner. Note that eo stands for orientation error between the desired
one and the current one, depending on which orientation representation been used, the
calculation differs.
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Here, angle-axis representations have been adopted to find the orientation error eo.
Given a desired orientation Rd and an actual orientation R, the error between them
could be defined with an angle-axis rotation:
exp(θê)R = Rd (3.22)
where e is a unit vector that defines the direction of the rotation axis and θ is the rotation
angle. ê represents the skew-symmetry matrix corresponding to vector e. Together,
the exponential map exp(θê) ∈ SO(3) gives a rotation matrix that could rotates the
current frame orientation R to desired frame orientation Rd with respect to the inertia













The orientation error eo is then defined as:
eo = θe (3.24)
where the rotation angle satisfies the condition ||θ|| ≤ π.
To avoid orientation singularities, quaternion representation is often preferred.
Given a desired quaternions ϵd = ϵd,0 + ϵd,1i + ϵd,2j + ϵd,3k and an actual orientation
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ϵ = ϵ0 +ϵ1i+ϵ2j +ϵ3k, they could be converted back to equivalent rotation matrices Rd
and R. A unit quaternion ϵe could be extracted from the rotation matrix Re = RdRT .








where ϵe = ϵe,0 + ϵe,1i + ϵe,2j + ϵe,3k, in fact, this unit quaternion is related to the
angle-axis representation ϵe,0 = cos( θ2), [ϵe,1, ϵe,2, ϵe,3]
T = sin( θ2)e, the orientation error





2)e = sin(θ)e (3.26)
To avoid converting the quaternions to orientation matrices, the error eo can be









































The previous section shows how to track a Cartesian space pose trajectories for robot
feet. However, the tracking task is only defined when the foot is not in contact with
the ground or its surroundings. When the foot is in contact, it is desired that the foot
would be able to adapt to the ground surface and also without drifting. This could





In such a way, the foot would behave in a velocity damped way. No knowledge of the
terrain is needed and it provides a way to handle uneven terrain scenarios. A good
example can be found in [59], a humanoid robot jumps onto the unknown uneven
terrain and automatically adapts to it.
Foot Hybrid Force/Motion Task
In certain cases, we would like to simultaneously control the contact forces in vertical
direction and the motions in horizontal plane. For example the “moonwalk” dance
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movement in which the dancer moves backwards while seemingly walking forwards.
Both of the feet are maintaining contact with ground, but one of them is sliding on
the surface. For the sliding foot, GRFs in z direction need to be maintained to help
whole-body balance while the sliding motion can be imposed on x and y directions by
setting the same PD tracking control as before:















The configuration of the robot can be direct regulated, for a specific revolute joint i,
the PD feedback is defined as:
q̈i,c = q̈i,d + KD,i (q̇i,d − q̇i) + KP,i (qi,d − qi) (3.31)
It is also possible to directly regulate the orientation of a specific link in Cartesian
space. For example the floating base, we could directly apply the orientation part of
(3.21) to drive the base to the desired orientation. The Jacobian matrix associated
with the floating base depends on the definition of generalized velocity q̇1.
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3.2 Applications on Different Contact Situations
In this section, the previously described whole body control framework has been tested
in different scenarios. These scenarios differ from each other based on their type of
contacts with the environments. Three specific scenarios have been considered here:
unknown uneven terrain, prepared structured environments and moving platform.
3.2.1 Unknown Uneven Terrain
The proposed whole-body controller is initially defined for level terrain, in this part it
has been demonstrated that the same framework could be adapted to uneven terrain
with minor tweaks. An obstacle with with curved surface has been placed under the
left foot of the robot. The robot will be released from the air and eventually land on
the unknown terrain. After releasing, the robot directly enters the flight phase in which
the CoM is not controllable and the robot basically free falls with gravity. However,
the relative position of the feet with respect to the CoM is controllable, they have been
commanded to stay still below the CoM with a constant offset. To avoid large impact
at the landing moment, the positional gains of (3.21) needs to be tuned to a proper
value. In such a case, a virtual spring damper system has been simulated between the
feet and the CoM. After the landing has been detected, the foot tracking task will be
switched to damping mode as described in (3.29). The detecting of landing could be
achieved in many different ways, such as checking the z components of the GRFs. It
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is easier in simulation since the contact states between two rigid bodies is monitored
through out the falling process. The whole process is shown in Figure 3.3.
Fig. 3.3 Humanoid robot falls on unknown uneven terrain (from left to right).
3.2.2 Prepared Structured Environments
When a humanoid robot is standing still and has been pushed, it needs to take
immediate action to recover from the disturbed states. Depending on the level of
perturbation, different strategies could be adopted. For small perturbation, the robot
could use its angle torque or moving internal joints to recover [91]. For relatively
large perturbation, a step or few steps are needed to recovery [37]. In constrained
environment, taking a step might not be possible due to limited space for foothold
placement, or the existence of obstacles may completely prevent the stepping, or there
is not sufficient time for the swing leg to reach the new foot placement. Nevertheless,
there may be situations in which the surrounding environment constraints can be
used by hands to obtain supplementary forces in addition to that from the lower
limbs. In this case, the robot’s balancing capabilities can be extended by exploiting
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the constraints of the surrounding environment to get assistance and recover balance
under large perturbations. Here, it is particularly emphasized the use of arms and
hands for exploring and establishing new contacts with environment.
Environment Setup
To simplify the task, a simple structured environment have been set up to test the
proposed control framework. As shown in figure 3.4, two walls have been crossed in
a way that they are perpendicular to each other. The robot is standing in front of
the conner within a relatively short distance. After been pushed from behind, the
robot needs to use the wall as external support to assist balancing. The location of the
walls are assumed to be known. They can come from the 3D perception system that is
based on vision or point clouds, or a combination of them. The motion planning is
needed here to coordinate the whole-body motion after been disturbed, especially the
movements of hands and CoM.
Multi-Contacts Motion Planning
To plan the trajectories for hands and CoM, the initiating time and moving duration
as well as position/orientation goals are necessary information that have to be decided
before at the beginning. More specifically, a perturbation detector is needed to detect
the external push and trigger the planning if unavoidable fall is going to happen without
taking any action. According to the perturbation direction, wall(s) that assists more
on achieving balancing needs to be decided and chosen as the target wall(s). Once the
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Fig. 3.4 Humanoid robot extends balancing capability by exploiting the wall.
wall(or walls) has been chosen, another module is needed to decide the goal position
of the CoM and the goal poses for the two hands (upper body posture helps a lot on
the positioning of hands, so it also has been included in the module). The last step of
the planning is to generate trajectories based on informations given above. The whole
precess has been listed in a workflow chart as shown in Figure 3.5.
Pertubation Detection Many stability criteria could be used as indicators of
perturbation, such as ZMP (CoP), CP, Foot Rotation Indicator (FRI), and so on.
Here, we choose CoM velocity as the detection indicator. A threshold for CoM velocity
magnitude has been set. Once the magnitude goes beyond the threshold, the planner
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Fig. 3.5 Workflow of the planner.
will be triggered. Not only the magnitude, the direction of the velocity has also been
recorded since it is important for later decisions on which wall to push against.
Target Wall(s) Based on the direction of the CoM velocity, it is straight forward
to choose the wall in the velocity direction as the target one to assist balancing since
it provides reaction forces closer to the reverse velocity direction which helps more
on reducing the velocity. Considering the walls in front of the robot has been set
perpendicular to each other, multiple choices exist. To simplify the problem, it has
been decided that only one hand is allowed to make contact with one wall. That is to
say, we do not consider the case in which two hands of the robot push against the same
wall. With this assumption, the problem is much simpler. Two yaw angle (calculated
from velocity direction) −30 deg and 30 deg has been chosen as thresholds. If the yaw
angle is between the area of [−30, 30] deg, two walls will be selected as target walls,
two hands of the robot will be used and each of them will make contact with the
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closest one next to it. If the yaw angle gose beyond this range, the wall in the velocity
direction will be chosen as target wall and the robot will only use one hand to balance.
These rules are illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Fig. 3.6 Choosing target wall(s) according to the perturbation direction.
Goals of Hand(s) After the target wall has been decided, hands involved also fixed.
On the target wall, the closest point to the relevant shoulder will be selected as the
contact position for the corresponding hands. The orientation of the wall is used as the
target orientations for contacting hand(s). The poses of hands when perturbation was
detected have been used as the initial poses for generating trajectories. Interpolating
the initial and target poses, we can get the trajectories of hands. For the positional part,
quintic polynomial has been used. Slerp has been used to interpolate the orientation
quaternions.
Goals of CoM Another important part of the high level planner is the generation
of CoM trajectory. The key issue for establishing stable contact between the hands
and the wall is to synchronize the motion of the CoM and hands. Without actively
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modulating the CoM, the robot is passively falling forward under a strong perturbation,
which is not desirable for the control of the motion of hands. The idea is to generate
a controlled fall motion that can be planned at the moment when the robot been
disturbed. With actively controlled fall, the ZMP (CoP) can be regulated to guarantee
that the feet stays on the ground throughout the whole process. Here, Linear Inverted
Pendulum Model (LIPM) has been chosen as the template model to generate the CoM
motion. Its dynamics in x direction can be described as:
ẍ = g
z0
(x − xf ) (3.32)
where x and xf refer to CoM and foot position, z0 is the CoM height and g is the
gravity constant. It can be solved in time domain the analytical solution is:
x(t) = Ae−t/Tc + Bet/Tc + xf (3.33)




A = (−Tcẋ(0) + x(0) − xf )/2
B = (Tcẋ(0) + x(0) − xf )/2
(3.34)
With this formula, we can generate the trajectory for CoM given its initial state
and the foot position when perturbation been detected. Based on a decided fall motion
period T , the planner will synchronize the trajectories of the hands and CoM. The
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activated hands are expected to reach desired location within the given period. For the
CoM, the LIPM will be used to simulate forward for the same period T and generate the
trajectory during this period. These trajectories are all planned at the perturbations
detected moment and will be sent to the whole-body controller throughout the ensuing
time period T .
Switch Control Mode After all these trajectories been accomplished, the planner
will change its control mode: from tracking model to balancing model. At the moment
of T , all end-effector tracking tasks will be switched to damping mode. The CoM
tracking task will be changed to regulation task which will regulate the CoM position
to the last point of previously given trajectory.
Recovery Motion Planning
For the recovery motion (the robot recovers from wall supporting posture to standing
posture), it is basically an reversed process of the falling one. The robot needs to move
its hands and CoM back to their initial locations when standing still on the ground.
It is obviously impossible to move the CoM and supporting hands together starting
from that static supporting posture since the CoM is located outside of the support
polygon form by its two feet, suddenly removing the supporting hands will cause the
robot to fall against the wall and it is also impossible to drag itself back with limited
ankle torque. The robot needs to do more dynamic motion to push itself back. The
strategy we proposed here is to command the robot first to generate a initial launching
velocity backwards and then remove the hands, the rest part is basically let the CoM
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go passively to its desired rest position. The orbital energy of LIPM is conserved and
can be written as:
1
2 ẋ
2 − g2z x
2 = constant ≡ E (3.35)
the launching velocity can be calculated base on the energy at peak point. Assuming
the point mass is at the peak point when standing still, then the velocity at given
position x that can bring the point mass back to its peak and rest on it can be calculated.
After this lunching velocity been found, the analytic solution of LIPM could be applied
to plan the reverse CoM trajectory. The whole-body controller will then take care
of the hands and CoM trajectories tracking. For this specific recovery motion, the
tasks considered in whole-body controller includes: 1) CoM position tracking; 2) Pevlis
orientation tracking; 3) Hand pose tracking before touching the wall; 4) Minimize the
contact torques and tangential forces for all contact points after the hands touching
the wall; 5) Angular momentum regulation.
Contact force distribution should be considered for all contact points. Here, tangen-
tial contact forces have been minimized to prevent unstable contacts. Figure 3.7 shows
the measured contact forces for for all contact points when the robot is supporting
against the wall with both of its hands.
In the whole push recovery scenario, the robot is able to switch freely between two
contact points (two feet) and three/four contact points (feet and hands) to make use
of external supports to help balancing. Figure 3.8 shows the whole process.
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Fig. 3.7 Contact forces at hands and feet contact points.
3.2.3 Moving Platform
Humans are able to perform a wide variety of tasks and humanoid robots are created
with the expectation to have comparable capability and versatility [92]. Most daily
objects and tools are designed to fit in human size and in such a way can be easily
handled and operated. Resembling the human body, humanoid robots can potentially
take advantages of it, thereby avoiding the need to alter the environment or modify
its own structure. Even though how to use human-oriented tools has been extensively
studied in the manipulation tasks performed by robotic arms, few attentions have
been drawn to those tools which are supposed to be operated by the lower limb or
whole body of human. Wheeled mobile transportation platform is a very important
tool of this kind. In general, wheeled platforms consume less energy and move faster
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Fig. 3.8 WALK-MAN makes use of a wall in front of itself to balance and recover from
a strong push from behind.
than legged robots in terms of mobility, therefore it is necessary to investigate the
manoeuvrability of them for humanoid robots.
Comparing to other wheeled mobile platforms, two-wheeled mobile platform
(TWMP), well known as SegwayTM, is more convenient and lightweight. It has the
advantages of small footprint, zero turning radius and relatively large carrying payload
[93]. The modeling and control of TWMP have also been widely studied. In 2002, the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology built a scaled down prototype of a two-wheeled
vehicle, named JOE, which is able to balance itself while tracking commanded velocity
inputs [94]. At the same year, SegwayTM Personal Transporter was brought to market
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Fig. 3.9 COMAN riding on a two-wheeled mobile platform
as a new mobile platform for human transporting [93]. Different control methods were
proposed to improve its performance [95–97].
To make use of the mobility of the wheeled platform for the humanoid robot,
several attempts have been made. The Johnson Space Center developed a mobile
manipulation system in which the upper body of the NASA/DARPA Robonaut system
is attached to SegwayTM robotic mobility platform yielding a dexterous, maneuverable
humanoid [98, 99]. Recently, Boston DynamicsTM released a new robot, Handle, which
is a wheel-leg hybrid robotic system that can take advantage of both humanoid robots
and wheeled mobile robots. The Handle robot is an integrated system and the control
algorithms has to treat it as a whole. In this paper, instead of modifying the humanoid
robot, we are going to explore how to use the existing humanoid robot to operate the
TWMP without additional hardware customization. More specifically, we attempt to
make our humanoid robot COMAN (COmpliant HuMANoid Platform) operate the
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two-wheeled mobile platform as shown in Fig. 3.9. Hyungjik et al. have implemented
similar idea on their position-controlled humanoid robot [100]. The humanoid robot
can lean forward or backward to regulate its center of gravity to control the movement
of mobile platform. But since the employed humanoid robot is position-controlled, it
is difficult for the humanoid robot to resist large disturbance and perform compliant
motions.
COMAN is actuated by passive compliance actuators based on the series elastic
actuation principle (SEA) and is capable of being torque-controlled. The whole-body
dynamic model of the humanoid robot allows us to calculate required torques for a
specific motion considering dynamic coupling effects. The passive compliance actuators
can reject small perturbation and make the robot behaves compliantly.
Torque-controlled robots become more and more available and many related al-
gorithms are developed. Passivity-based approaches [101, 102] compute admissible
contact force and control commands under quasi-static assumptions without the need
of full dynamic model. However, more dynamic motions can be handled by consid-
ering the full dynamic model of the robot [51, 103–105]. What is common between
these approaches is that they all regulate the position of the center of mass (CoM)
of the robot to ensure that the robot does not fall while maintaining the contact
forces in physically achievable range. To achieve better performance for balancing
the robot, momentum-based controller was proposed [55, 106, 103]. In such approach,
both CoM motion (i.e. linear momentum) and its angular momentum are controlled.
Optimization methods [85, 107–110] are used as a tool to calculate joint torques based
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on whole-body dynamics. Experiments on various robots shows impressive, human-like
balancing behaviors [51, 58, 111–113]. Based on the investigations in both research
fields, we decided to use the whole-body dynamic torque control strategy to stabilize
the humanoid robot on a TWMP and drive it.
Model and Control Strategy of TWMP
The TWMP is actually a mobile inverted pendulum and its model have been widely
studied in the field of autonomous robotics [114, 94, 115].
The mobile platform has three degrees of freedom (DoF): 1) the rotation about the
the wheel axis, this movement is intrinsically unstable, the body part of the inverted
pendulum tends to fall if given no control, 2) the linear movement in the heading
direction, 3) the steering rotation which changes the heading of the robot.
The coordinate frame is shown in Fig. 3.10. Three coordinate frames are plotted
in the figure: one world frame {Fw = {xw, yw, zw}, one intermediate frame {F ′} =
{x′, y′, z′} and a local frame {F} = {x, y, z}. The dynamic of the robot can be fully
described with six parameters: θP and ωP stands for the pitch angle and angular
velocity around the y axis. The robot position and velocity in the heading direction is
defined as xRM and vRM . Additionally, θY and θ̇Y are the yaw angle and associated
angular velocity around the zw axis. The nonlinear dynamic model of the inverted
pendulum model follows the equations given in [94, 96].
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Fig. 3.10 The mobile inverted pendulum model
Linearizing the nonlinear model around the operating point(xRM = 0, vRM = 0,
θP = 0, θY = 0) the system can be written in state-space form:
Ẋ = AX + Bu (3.36)
where X = [xRM , vRM , θP , ωP , θY , θ̇Y ]T denotes the state vector, u = [CL, CR]T are
input torques on left and right wheel.
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Then two independent controllers can be designed for each subsystem. For the
sagittal plane inverted pendulum subsystem, the control goal is to achieve self-balancing
without falling down. The yaw control goal is simply to regulate the turning rate to a
desired value.
The design of the state-space feedback controllers follows textbook approaches
which formulate a stable close-loop controller to drive the system state to the desired
values.
The TWMP provides the user a command interface through which the user is able
to send desired forward speeds and steering rates to control the platform directly.
Simulation
Several tasks are conducted to verify previously proposed control scheme. The humanoid
robot used here is COMAN [67] and its full dynamic model is used in the simulation.
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COMAN body has 29 DoF in total: 6 DoF for each leg, 3 DoF waist and 7 DoF for
each arm. In the simulation, each joint is torque controlled and the joint level controller
is a combination of feed-forward term and feedback term:
τ = τdes + Kp(qdes − q) + Kd(q̇des − q̇) + Ki
∫
(qdes − q) (3.40)
Where τdes is the desired joint torque computed from inverse dynamics controller,
qdes and q̇des are the desired joint position and velocity integrated from the desire
joint acceleration which is the part of the optimization variable. Kp, Kd and Ki
are PID gains for the feedback term. In the simulation, we don’t use the feedback
part and merely set feedback gains to zero. But the feed-back part is important in
real robotic system considering modelling error and sensor noises. In those cases, the
feed-forward torque dominates the control command while feedback torque are mainly
used to stabilize the joint. The control frequency is 500 Hz for the humanoid.
The TWMP used in the simulation is the open source RoboSavvyTM self-balancing
robotic platform [116]. Since provided a velocity command interface, we can send a
pre-defined velocity profile to the platform and make it as test platform which could be
used to test the stability of the humanoid robot. The first task is to make the humanoid
robot act as a camera stabiliser. The second task is to let the humanoid robot drive
the mobile platform to a desired location. In this task, no velocity command will be
sent to the mobile platform.
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Task: Balancing and Camera Stabilizing The primary problem for COMAN
riding on the mobile platform is to guarantee the stability when standing on the
platform. It would not be a difficult task since the platform can stably carry the rider
with its own controller. Even with certain amount of external disturbance and payload
variation, it could work as well. Therefore, we would like to assign additional tasks to
COMAN. In this simulation, other than merely standing on the platform, COMAN
was also expected to act as a stabilizer for the camera mounted in its head in order to
capture steady images. Note that COMAN and the mobile platform are two separated
system without knowing the control details of each other. For COMAN, it will treat
the movement of the platform as external disturbance and should be able to cope
with it properly. For the mobile platform, it will treat the movement of COMAN as
disturbance as well.
For balancing of the humanoid robot, whole-body dynamics should be utilized to
regulate the linear and angular momentum of the whole system. The desired linear
and angular momentum Pdes, Ldes and their changing rates Ṗdes, L̇des were set zero.





, Czdes = zc. PL and PR are the locations of the two feet in the world frame. zc is
given constant CoM height, and it should be within the kinematic limits of the robot.
The superscripts indicate the corresponding components. The x and y components of
the desired CoM position were equal to the geometrical center of two feet, and the z
component was set to be constant with respect to the ground frame. The consideration
behind this was: we would like to keep the ground projection of CoM as far as possible
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away form the boundary of the feet. In addition, to stabilize the internal camera, CoM
should not oscillate too much in the vertical direction with respect to the ground frame.
In real system, these global references would be given by the localization system. And
the image captured from the camera could be used as feedback to decide the reference
height.
The camera is installed in the head of COMAN, which is relatively fixed with respect
to the torso. To stabilize the camera means to control the torso orientation. The
desired orientation given here is identical to the ground frame. And the corresponding
angular velocities and accelerations are zero. Rdes = I3.
Desired linear velocity v = A sin(2πft + ϕ) in heading direction and turning rate
ω = 0 were sent to the mobile platform individually. t is time, A is amplitude, f is the
ordinary frequency and ϕ is the phase at t = 0. Following the sine wave linear velocity
and zero turning rate, the mobile platform will move forward and backward in sagital
plane and evoke disturbance to the standing of COMAN.
To evaluate the balancing ability of COMAN, other than checking the fluctuation
of torso orientation, we would like also to have an intuitive feeling by just comparing
the images collected separately from the two cameras mounted on COMAN and the
mobile platform. As shown in Figure 3.11, the two cameras were close to each other
and both shot towards the wall. The performance of COMAN stabilizing the camera
was very impressive as seen in Figure 3.12. The thumbnails in the above row comes
from the camera of the mobile platform which vibrated a lot. On the contrary, the
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Fig. 3.11 The simulation setup. At the right bottom, views of the cameras are displayed:
the left one is from the camera installed on the TWMP and the right one is from the
one in the head of COMAN.
ones from COMAN’s camera shown below were much more stable. The time interval
between these images was 1.5 seconds for both cameras.
Fig. 3.12 Comparison between camera images (interval 1.5 seconds, the above row
came from the camera mounted on the TWMP and below was form the one in the
head of COMAN).
The pitch angles of COMAN toros and the TWMP were shown in Fig.3.13. The
varying range of pitch angle of COMAN torso was approximately 10 persent of the one
measured from the TWMP, which was a large improvement.
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Fig. 3.13 Comparison between pitch angles of COMAN toros and the TWMP
Task: Riding the TWMP One fantastic thing of the TWMP is that human riders
can head to desired directions by leaning their bodies. To imitate this skill, COMAN
was controlled to shift its CoM position forward and backward to regulate the forward
velocity of the TWMP (see Figure 3.14). For turning, there are different kinds of
devices for human rider to send the steering command, such as handlebar or twisting
pedal. To be consistent with the way of regulating forward velocity, here we detect the
force distribution on the left and right wheels caused by shifting COMAN body left
and right. According to the distribution, a steering command was generated by the
TWMP and then it would turn to the direction that COMAN wished to go.
To testify the feasibility of the aforementioned control strategy, we commanded
COMAN to drive the TWMP to a desired pose Pdes = [x, y, θ]T which was given here
as Pdes = [2, 2, π/4]T expressed in global frame. COMAN started from a initial pose
Pini = [0, 0, 0]T and drove to the goal pose by shifting its CoM.
The tracking error used to generate CoM offset of COMAN was defined as e =
[ex, ey, eθ]T = Pdes − Pcur, and Pcur was the current pose of the TWMP. The control
law was as: ∆x = Kx
√
e2x + e2y, ∆y = Kyey + Kθeθ where ∆x and ∆y were CoM shifts
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Fig. 3.14 COMAN drove the TWMP from the initial pose [0, 0, 0]T to the goal pose
[2, 2, π/4]T .
from the center of the feet in the foot local frame. Kx, Ky and Kθ were feedback gains.
∆x was in the forward direction which would affect the forward velocity while ∆y was
along lateral direction and related to the turning rate. To be noted, the calculated
COM shifts would be truncated if they were out of the support polygon.
Apart from reaching to a goal pose, we also expected the torso of COMAN to be
upright and head forward with respect to the TWMP all the way. Taking the turning
of the TWMP into consideration, the desired orientation of COMAN was defined as:
Rdes = Rz(P θcur) where Rz(θ) was an elemental rotation matrix that rotates a vector
by an angle θ about the z axis. P θcur is the current orientation of the TWMP.
The tracking data of the TWMP pose in this simulation is given in Fig. 3.15a.
COMAN successfully drove the TWMP to the goal location. And the corresponding
CoM shift is shown in Figure 3.15b. At the beginning, the commands were truncated
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(a) The pose of the TWMP. It started from the initial pose [0, 0, 0]T and reached the final
pose [2, 2, π/4]T after about 10 seconds.
(b) The CoM shift of COMAN.
because of the feet size limits. These limits prevent the humanoid robot shifting too
much which would result the robot tilting on the TWMP.
Balancing and Camera Stabilizing on Uneven Terrain The previous simula-
tions were performed on flat ground. In this part, we would like to challenge the
proposed controller on uneven terrain.
The setup of this simulation was similar with 3.2.3 except that COMAN had to deal
with additional disturbances introduced by the terrain (see Figure 3.16). Figure 3.17a
shows that the image taken from the TWMP shook a lot and deviated from the target
while the camera on COMAN still faced the right direction. The image deviation was
because here the yaw regulation of the TWMP had no feedback control and would
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Fig. 3.16 Snapshot of the simulation on uneven terrain
gradually drift away under the disturbance of uneven terrain. The pitch angles of
COMAN torso and TWMP are shown in Figure 3.17b. Much smaller fluctuation of
COMAN torso was observed compared with the TWMP, similar with the result on flat
ground.
Riding the TWMP The initial pose and goal pose set in this simulation were
the same with 3.2.3 (see Figure 3.18). The result in Figure 3.19a shows COMAN
successfully reached the desired pose. And the corresponding CoM shift is shown in
Figure 3.19b. That the CoM shift did not converge to zero at the end is because
COMAN needed to resist the inclination of the terrain at the goal location and keep
the TWMP staying on the slope.
In this part we controlled the humanoid robot COMAN to perform two different
tasks by utilising the transportation tool TWMP. The first one is to stabilize the
camera which is installed in its head while balancing on the TWMP. Another task is
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(a) Comparison between camera images. The above row comes from the camera mounted
on the mobile platform and the below row is taken form the one in the head of COMAN
(interval 3 seconds).
(b) Comparison between pitch angles of COMAN torso and the TWMP on uneven terrain
Fig. 3.17 Balancing and Camera Stabilizing on Uneven Terrain.
to drive the TWMP to the desired location. Both tasks are performed on even terrain
and uneven terrain.The humanoid robot successfully demonstrated its ability to utilise
device designed for human and its versatility and adaptivity to different tasks and
environment.
With balancing and locomotion abilities demonstrated in this paper, as a natural
extension, we would like to explore more tasks such as going down stairs, object
manipulation, cooperation with human co-workers or other robots.
Another issue is the utilization of angular momentum. In these tasks, we simply set
the desired angular momentum to zero, which helped to stabilize the body of COMAN.
However, we found that it would hinder the operation of the TWMP. When TWMP
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Fig. 3.18 COMAN drove the TWMP from the initial pose [0, 0, 0]T to the goal pose
[2, 2, π/4]T on uneven terrain.
tried to accelerate, it would tend to lean forward which would cause the changing of
angular momentum of COMAN. As a result, COMAN would counteract the changing
and slow down the acceleration of TWMP. It should be a better choice to define the
desired angular momentum of COMAN according to the expected movement of the
whole system.
In addition, as shown in the camera stabilizing simulation, this system is a perfect
platform for capturing stable image information about the world around it and therefore
should serve well for environment mapping and localization of itself.
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(a) The pose of the TWMP. It started from the initial
pose [0, 0, 0]T and reached the final pose [2, 2, π/4]T after
about 15 seconds.
(b) The CoM shift of COMAN on uneven terrain




Robust walking of humanoid robots often requires the robot to be adaptive to external
disturbances and terrain irregularities. Three push recovery strategies that allow the
robot to recover from different levels of external push has been presented in [91]: regu-
lating the center of pressure (“ankle strategy”), changing centroidal angular momentum
(“hip strategy”) and taking a step(“stepping strategy”). For small disturbances, “ankle
strategy” and “hip strategy” would be enough. As the disturbance increases, “stepping
strategy” has to be used to stop from falling. In this part, it will be focused on the
continuous stepping strategy since it is very effective for most scenarios. On top of
this, two new configurations have been proposed to enable the robot to do cross-step
which addresses some limitation of the current stepping strategy. At the end, hopping
strategy has also been introduced to enhance the push recovery ability.
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4.1 Simple Model Based Predictive Control
4.1.1 Previous Works
Re-planning of gait trajectory is a crucial ability to compensate for external disturbances
and it also leads to robust locomotion ability. There are many researches that have been
done on using Model Predictive Control [117] for online walking pattern generation
and push recovery. Different MPC formulation have been proposed to updates foot
placement online [118] [119] [120] [121]. To meet real-time requirement, linear models
are often chosen as template model to perform iterative online optimization involved
in the MPC control scheme. More specifically, foot placement and CoM trajectory can
also be generated simultaneously by solving a linear trajectory optimization problem
using LIPM dynamics. In these approaches, foot placement are generated automatically
based on some overall behavioral goals such as a desired average speed or reaching
some distant position.
In [118], a continuous version of foot placement optimization is proposed in the
paper . The paper demonstrated the capability of Model Predictive Control to generate
stable walking motions without the use of predefined foot steps. In the paper, the
foot placement has been included in optimization problem and it can be generated
automatically given a reference speed of the robot. Together with the foot placement,
the CoP trajectories are also been optimized. It means that the ankle torque has
been used to modulate the CoP position. Here in this thesis, only foot placements are
considered, the CoP modulation is included in whole-body controller as a constraints.
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In many previous implementation like [120] and [121], the idea of automatic foot
placement has already been implemented. However, they all keep some kind of reference
foot placement tracking term in their optimization goals.
In the works [120], the term which minimizes the least square errors between the





||pi − p∗i ||2 (4.1)
where p∗i is a serials of desired foot placements are generated based on the desired
average speed v̇∗ = [ẋ∗, ẏ∗]T :
p∗i = p0 + 2iT × v∗ + (i mod 2)[0 dk]T , 1 ≤ i ≤ N (4.2)
where d is inter-feet distance (hip width could be used) and k is 1 for right support
phase and -1 for left support phase. In lateral direction, this term is important since
without desired foot placement anchoring the foot steps become closer and closer,
finally overlap which is not desired due to self collision.
In the work [121], there is a similar term which minimizes the deviation of planed





(Xt − X∗t )
T V tXX (Xt − X∗t ) + w (p − p∗)
2 (4.3)
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where p∗ is a sequence of given desired foot placements, the nominal CoM trajectory
X∗t is also generated based on it.
Actually, the tracking of the reference foot placements can be replaced by just
enforcing constraints on the position of foot placements based on the observation from
[35]. Here in this dissertation, we propose a different formulations which does not
require any reference placements anchoring which makes the planning truly automatic.
4.1.2 Improved Formulation
The formulation is still based on LIPM and its dynamics in x direction is:
ẍ = g
z0
(x − xf ) (4.4)
where x and xf refer to CoM and foot position, z0 is the CoM height and g is the
gravity constant. If we collect the position and velocity of CoM as a state x = [x, ẋ]T ,
the state in time t can be calculated as:
x = A(t)x0 + B(t)xf (4.5)
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where x0 is the initial state, A(t) and B(t) are time dependent matrices:
A(t) = 0.5
 e
ωt + e−ωt eωt−e−ωt
ω
ω (eωt − e−ωt) eωt + e−ωt

B(t) =
 1 − 0.5 (e
ωt + e−ωt)






It is assumed there is no double support phase involved in the formulation. The
robot switches between left support and right support immediately. Fixed step time
T also been assumed to keep the formulation linear. During swing phase, given the
remaining duration of the current swing phase tT D, the current support foot position
xf,0 and current estimated CoM state x = [x, ẋ]T , the CoM state at touch down
moment x0 could be calculated:
x0 = A(tT D)x + B(tT D)xf,0 (4.7)
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Since no double support phase assumed, the take off state is the same as touch down
state. Thereafter, multiple future states can be estimated with given fixed step time T :
x1 = A(T )x0 + B(T )xf,1
x2 = A(T )x1 + B(T )xf,2
...
xN = A(T )xN−1 + B(T )xf,N
(4.8)
where N is the number of steps to be optimized (N ⩾ 1). In this formulation, foot
positions xf = [xf,1 xf,2 ... xf,N ]T is the optimization variables. The series of CoM
states are affected by the series of foot positions. The cost function is defined based on
the series of CoM states. Particularly, we are not quite interested in the positions of
CoM after each step, the velocities are more meaningful. Given a reference average





||ẋ∗ − ẋi||2 (4.9)
If the problem is formulated as an Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR) problem,





(ẋ − ẋ∗)T Q(ẋ − ẋ∗) (4.10)
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it is not complete without another term that regulates the input variables xf . That is






{(ẋ − ẋ∗)T Q(ẋ − ẋ∗) + (xf − x∗f )T R(xf − x∗f )} (4.11)
Actually better results can be obtained by introducing another term that minimizes






{(ẋ − ẋ∗)T Q(ẋ − ẋ∗) + ∆xTf R∆xf} (4.12)
where ∆xf is the difference vector calculated from xf , more specifically, ∆xf,i =
xf,(i+1) − xf,i (i = 1, ..., N − 1). From another point of view, minimizing the foot
placement difference is equivalent to minimizing average CoM velocity. Closer foot
steps result in less fluctuation of CoM velocity for each single support phase which
helps to generate more stable walking motion. This is not a surprise based on the
theoretical analysis of Predictive Control scheme proposed in [122] which shows that
minimizing any derivative of the motion of the CoM of the robot which enforcing the
constraints on the position of the CoP results in stable online walking motion.
At this point, the cost function on foot placements has been defined but not the
constraints on them. Due to the foot step length minimization term, self-collision
between feet can happen if zero desired velocity is given in lateral direction. Constraints
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on the foot placements are necessary to avoid the self-collision. With the presence of
constraints on optimized variables, Quadratic Programming (QP) formulation is more
suitable for solving the problem. A simple box constraint relative to the current stance
foot is used to prevent the swing foot colliding with the stance foot on inner side and
over-stretching on the outer side. For example, to constraint the first step [xf,1, yf,1],
the bounding box is defined with respect the stance foot position [xf,0, yf,0]. In x
direction (forward direction), [xf,0 + dx, xf,0 − dx] defines the limits of the box on both
sides of the stance foot. In y direction (lateral direction), [yf,0 ± dymin, yf,0 ± dymax]
defines the limits of the box on the side away from the stance leg (the sign depends on
the stance leg: “+” for right support and “−” for left support).
4.2 Versatile Walking Modes
With the new formulation, the robot is able to achieve robust walking in many different
scenarios. Robust walking here means that the system can achieve robust performance
in the presence of sensor noises, external disturbances, modeling error of the robot and
as well as the uncertainties of the surroundings. Here, we focus more on the external
part of the uncertainties.
4.2.1 Velocity Guided Walking
When there is no external force disturbance presented, the only command given to
the robot is a velocity reference which specifies the desired walking speed in sagittal
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and lateral direction. A simple PD controller has been used to regulate the actual
walking velocity. Foot steps are automatically generated from velocity command. Then
trajectories for feet and CoM are generated based on optimized foot steps and sent to
the whole-body controller. Whole-body controller finds out torques for all joints based
on given trajectories and meanwhile respect to all kinds of dynamic constraints.
4.2.2 Force Guided Walking
When the robot been pushed, the states changes subject to external forces. Those
external disturbances are not desirable in general since they tend to push the robot away
from its planed trajectories. However, it is possible to make use of small long-lasting
external forces to help achieving guided walking motion. In this case the robot is
initially following a reference velocity and the walking pattern is generated accordingly.
A small external force could be applied to the robot starting from any moment during
the walking. This external force will change the state of robot constantly. Normally,
the CoM will be biased towards the force direction. As a result, the MPC controller will
correct this bias on the go. In the end, the robot will move in the force direction due to
the push. Figure 4.1 shows a typical guided walking scenario in which several pushes
have been applied to the robot consecutively in opposite directions. The reference
velocity given to the robot is 0.5 m/s in x direction and 0 m/s in y direction. Due to
lateral pushes, the robot moves back and force in lateral direction. Figure 4.2 shows
corresponding detailed data in x − y plane including CoM trajectories, foot placements
and push forces. It can be seen from the plot that the CoM trajectoy does not fluctuate
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Fig. 4.1 Guided walking scenario. Red trail stands for CoM trajectory, green trail is
left foot trajectoy and blue is for the right foot.
that much and the walking pattern is quit dynamic. This is partly because of that
a short single support duration has been chosen, here 0.3s in this simulation. The
other reason is our proposed foot step length minimization term. It is obvious that
the foot steps tend to stretch more under external pushes to try to full fill the velocity
requirement. Without external push, the foot steps becomes closer to each other.
4.2.3 External Disturbances
For those large forces with short duration, the robot will just take it as external
disturbance and behave differently comparing to previous case. In this case, the pushes
is different from the previous one in terms of magnitude and lasting duration. Here,
large forces with short duration have been applied to the robot as external disturbances.
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Fig. 4.2 Guided walking data. The velocity reference given the robot is 0.5 m/s in
x direction. Three pushes of 20 N lasting for 3 s has been consecutively applied to
the waist link of the robot. The first and third one have been applied in positive y
direction and the second one in negative y direction as noted with red arrows in the
plot. Green dots in the plot stands for left support foot position and blue dots for
the right. CoM trajectories also been labeled with different color corresponding to the
support phase.
Such kind of disturbance will produce a larger but limited deviation for the robot
states. The robot will react to the deviation by taking steps. The velocity reference
given the robot is still 0.5 m/s in x direction. Assume that we take the push of 200N
which lasts for 0.2s and apply them to the robot starting from different moments in
time which are far away enough from each other so that they do not accumulate. The
first and third one have been applied in positive y direction and the second one in
negative y direction. Figure 4.3 shows the whole simulation process. The trails of CoM
and both feet has been plotted. Detailed data plot is given in Figure 4.4. This case is
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Fig. 4.3 External disturbance scenario. Red trail stands for CoM trajectory, green trail
is left foot trajectoy and blue is for the right foot.
more tough for the robot than the previous one. After been pushed, the robot takes
several steps to recovery. Huge step length could be spotted in the plot, the largest
one is nearly 0.75m (the first step right after the second push). What is worse, the
stance foot after the step even starts to slid on the ground. This can be known from
the non-dot trails of support foot left on the ground. However, the robot is still able
to recovery from these pushes and it proves the robustness of the controller.
4.2.4 Environment Uncertainties
Another external uncertainties for a humanoid robot is the environment it interacts
with. The environment uncertainties here are those unperceived ones. Without knowing
in advance, they can not be modeled and considered in the control system and it can
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Fig. 4.4 External disturbance data. Three pushes of 200 N lasting for 0.2 s has been
separately applied to the waist link of the robot as noted with red arrows in the plot.
Green dots in the plot stands for left support foot position and blue dots for the right.
CoM trajectories also been labeled with different color corresponding to the support
phase.
only be overcome-ed by the robustness or the adaptive capability of the control system.
In this part we are going to test two types of unknown environments, one is typical
uneven terrain and the other one is unknown barrier as shown in Figure 4.5. For the
unknown obstacle scenario, three long boards have been stack together to form the
obstacle. Each board has the dimension of 1m × 0.1m × 0.02m which corresponding to
length, width and height respectively. For the unknown barrier, the height is around
1m which is higher than the CoM of the robot during walking but lower enough to
block upper part of the waist link. In both cases, the robot has neither information
about the location nor the dimension of the setups. The only command given to the
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(a) Unknown obstacles. (b) Unknown barrier.
Fig. 4.5 Two types of unknown environments.
robot is still a top-level reference velocity which basically command it to walk forward.
The robot will perform totally blind walking motion.
Uneven Obstacles
The robot has been command to walk forward with 0.5m/s speed. As shown in Figure
4.6, the green trail shows the trajectory of left foot and the blue one stands for the
for the right foot. Before stepping on obstacles, the foot steps are distributed rather
equally. After stepping on obstacles, foot steps has been updated according to actual
robot state.
Unknown Barrier
In this case, a barrier has been placed in front of the robot. Without knowing its
existence, the robot will crash onto the barrier. The barrier will stop the robot from
moving forward however the robot will still try to follow the reference velocity. As a
result, the robot can only step in place. In this case, our proposed formulation which
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Fig. 4.6 The robot walks over unknown obstacles on the ground.
does not require reference foot step anchoring is critical for the success of stepping in
place without falling over. The tails as plotted in Figure 4.7 clearly shows that the
robot is stepping in place after being blocked.
4.2.5 Under-actuated Line Feet and Point Feet
Line Feet
The fundamental difference between a planar feet and a line feet is degree of actu-
ation during single support, or the degree of under-actuation of the system. With
a planar feet attached to the ankle joint, it could provide full 6D actuation force
fa = [nx, ny, nz, fx, fy, fz]T but of course with respect to the ZMP and unilateral
constraints. With a line feet, the torque around the feet longitude axis can no longer
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Fig. 4.7 The robot has been blocked by barrier and steps in place.
be provided. With a point feet, all torques around the contact point vanishes which
means that the robot can only use contact forces to regulate its motion. However in the
planning phase, the LIP template model considered is fundamentally a under-actuated
point feet model. It means that in the planning phase, we are indeed considering a
under-actuated point feet model. It should be able to generalized to under-actuated
robot with point feet. But in practice, even considering a point feet model in control
system, a real line feet is desirable since it helps to remove the yaw rotation during
walking with the provided friction torque around vertical direction.
To test the feasibility of existing walking controller, we decided to only reduce the
size of the feet without modifying the controller formulation. The comparison between
feet with different sizes are shown in Figure 4.8. The two pair of feet only differ in
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(a) Planar feet. (b) Line feet.
Fig. 4.8 Feet with different sizes. All feet has the same length of 0.2m and height of
0.015m, but their width differ from each other. For planar feet, the width is 0.1m. For
the line feet, the numbers is 0.001m.
width. The line feet width we use here is 0.001m which should be able to be considered
as line feet since it provides nearly zero torque around the feet longitude direction.
Based on the different feet sizes, the ZMP constraints as defined in (3.7) in whole-body
controller will be updated accordingly.
Here, we first compare basic walking motion on flat ground to check the performance
of the controller. The results are plotted in Figure 4.9. The controller can handle the
line feet very well and the performances are consistent only with minor difference at
the end point position.
Next we are going to repeat the same walking tests with unknown obstacles. Results
are shown in Figure 4.10. Walking over obstacles enlarge the performance differences.
From the trails, one can tell the foot steps are quit different. For planar feet, the
robot finally goes over all third board. However for the line feet, the robot has been
deviated to the right after stepping over the first two boards and never steps on the
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(a) Planar feet. (b) Line feet.
Fig. 4.9 Walking simulation with different sized feet. In both cases, the robot walked
for a period of 5 seconds with the same reference velocity.
(a) Planar feet. (b) Line feet.
Fig. 4.10 Walking over obstacles with different sized feet. In both cases, the robot
walked for a period of 7 seconds with the same reference velocity.
third one. This is largely due to the reactive properties of the control system. But still,
the controller is very robust and performs well.
Point Feet
With line feet, the robot is still able to achieve static standing balance. But with two
point feet, the robot has to move all the time to keep its balance. If the robot stops
stepping, it will definitely fall. Point feet mathematically should be a point without
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(a) Planar feet. (b) Point feet.
Fig. 4.11 Comparison between planar feet and point feet. The size of the planar feet is
0.2m × 0.1m × 0.015m. The size of the point feet is 0.01m × 0.01m × 0.015m.
sized dimension. Practically, people use small spheres to approximate the point feet. If
the spheres are rigid enough, the contact between it and the ground would be a point
with minor position shift. In our case, the easiest way to approximation a point feet is
to modify the size of the existing feet in both longitudinal and latitudinal directions.
The modified feet is shown in Figure 4.11. The length and width of the feet is both
0.01m. The feet is small enough to be considered as point feet.
With this point feet, we are going to repeat the walking task first. In this case,
there is no preparation phase, meaning that the walking controller starts to engage
right after the robot has been spawned in the simulator. The results is shown in Figure.
To test the robustness, the second scenario will be the unknown obstacles. With a
very small feet, it becomes very difficult for the robot to establish firm contact (contact
with more than two contact points) between its feet and the obstacles. Especially
when the obstacle is placed inclined in the world. When the robot steps on it, with
small disturbances, the foot tilt and starts to slid. As it slides away, the situation
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Fig. 4.12 Robot walking in simulation with point feet.
becomes worse and worse and finally leads to an unavoidable fall. For this reason, we
replaced the second board a little bit to avoid very inclined surface for the robot to
step on. However this is not a problem for a real robot, with a rubber point feet, the
robot would be able to walk on inclined surface without any sliding. The simulation is
plotted in Figure 4.13. The robot is able to walk robustly with just point feet due to
the reactive capability of the MPC controller.
The last test is the barrier blocking test. Without further tuning of parameters, it
works similar to the planar feet case which again proves the robustness of the controller.
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Fig. 4.13 Robot walking in simulation with point feet.
Fig. 4.14 Point feet robot blocked by barrier and steps in place.
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4.2.6 CoM Height Updating
Previously it has been shown that the robot can handle uneven terrain by fast re-
planning of the MPC scheme. There is a state machine behind strictly counting the
time and command the controller to switch between different support phases. With
this implementation, the unevenness of the terrain is mostly handled by the whole-body
torque controller but not the planner. It is possible to consider the unevenness during
the planning phase by updating CoM height based on current landing point position.
We still keep the time-based state machine, the robot is commanded to switch support
phase based on the output command from state machine. Terrain unevenness would
result in incorrect feet height, keeping the CoM still on the same level would lead to
considerable amount of mismatching between simple-model planning and simulated
full-body robot. Updating CoM height with respect to current support foot would help
to reduce the mismatch. At the switching moment, new CoM height can be calculated
from current CoM position and future support foot position (the one would be used
as support foot during the ensuing support phase right after the switching moment).
With this updating, the robot is re-planning based on local support foot frame in each
support phase. This helps reduce error introduced by terrain unevenness. Comparing
between enabling and disabling this CoM updating has been plotted in Figure 4.15.
4.2.7 Straight Knee Walking
In all of our walking simulation, the robot utilize bent knees. Bent knee helps to avoid
singularity and increases the stability of the robot but at the cost of resulting highly
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Fig. 4.15 CoM height updating during planning. The above one is without CoM
updating and the robot keeps constant CoM height during the whole walking process.
Below is the case with CoM height updating enabled.
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Fig. 4.16 Straight knee walking Simulation.
unnatural and power consumption gaits. On the other spectrum, pure passive walker
can achieve highly efficient walking with straight legs. Previously, we addressed this
issue by setting a desired CoM height slightly over the robot’s reachable height to
encourage the robot straighten its knees while all the other kinematic and dynamic
constraints are considered in the whole-body controller at run time [123]. By allowing
height variations in whole-body controller, there exists a mismatch between the planned
motion and resulted whole-body motion even it has been proved this error is limited
and can be covered by the ZMP allowance. The simulation results in Figure 4.16 shows
that it is very effective in generating straight knee walking motion. The idea could be
illustrated by the Figure 4.17. Setting the CoM reference higher than the reachable
height is equivalent to adding a spring damper between the reference and the actual
one. The virtual spring will pull the CoM upward and this idea is actually similar to
the virtual model control [50] in spirit.
Above mentioned method tries to resolve the straight knee problem in the whole-
body controller level, anther option is to solve it in the planning level. With a vertical
motion of the CoM decided before-hand (for example an arc curve), the height variance
could be compensated by iterating the linear MPC scheme. At each MPC re-planning
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initiating moment, the current CoM height will be used to update LIPM accordingly,
the updated model will be used to plan the motion for current iteration. In such
a manner, the CoM height variation could be incorporated into the existing MPC
scheme.
Fig. 4.17 Setting the CoM reference (yellow dash line) higher than the reachable height
is equivalent to adding a spring damper between the reference and the actual one. In
the figure, the reference has been plotted much higher than the reachable one just to
illustrate the idea.
4.2.8 Event Based Re-planning
About described CoM height updating scheme is based on time state machine so it
could be called time-based CoM height updating. It improves the robot performance
comparing to the constant height case. However it still suffers from some minor issues.
At the moment to switch support, the swing foot reference could be either already
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penetrating into the ground (early landing) or still in the air (late landing). For
the early landing case, the penetrating reference below contact surface would lead to
significant contact force increase. For the late landing case, the current foot position
in the air has been used to update CoM height is definitely higher than the one when
the foot touch the ground during the ensuing support phase. In both cases, time based
state machine leads to undesired behaviors. A solution is to use swing leg touchdown
event to trigger the re-planning instead of waiting for command from the time driven
state machine. The event triggered re-planning only happens occasionally when swing
foot touch the ground, during the step, the re-planning of MPC is still time driven
assuming constant step time. In the end, it is a time-event hybrid driven re-planning
scheme.
4.2.9 Extension to Quadruped
In [124], Ivan Sutherland claims that multi-legged robot gait can be mapped into
virtual biped one-foot gaits if all support legs are coordinated to act like a virtual
leg. In [125], Marc Raibert points out that three typical types of dynamic quadruped
gaits such as trot, pace and bound can be mapped to biped walking gait by using legs
in pairs. Diagonal pairs of legs are used for trot gait, lateral pairs for pace gait and
front/rear pairs for bound gait. Using legs in pairs can transform quadruped gaits into
a common underlying gait, virtual biped gait. Thus the algorithms developed before
for biped robots can be adopted to produce all three quadruped gaits. Compassion
between humanoid walking motion and quadruped gaits are given in Figure 4.18, 4.19
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(a) Humanoid with line feet. (b) Quadruped pace gait.
Fig. 4.18 Humanoid robot walking forward with line feet and quadruped pace gait.
Lateral pairs of legs resemble the line feet. The red arrow indicates the walking
directions.
and 4.20. For the quadruped trot gait as shown in Figure 4.20, there is no exact biped
gait mapping to it. A humanoid robot with planar feet overlapping on top of each
other has been used to compare. Practically, the previous case is impossible to realize
due to self collision between feet. It is just for illustrating the analogy between this
two cases. For the quadruped, it does not have the self-collision problem and this is
actually beneficial for the robot. Due to the self-collision between feet, the humanoid
robot has to separate its feet and this leads to unavoidable swing motion in lateral
direction. Without this intrinsic limitation, the quadruped robot could achieve zero
swing motion in theory. Meaning that the virtual leg is exactly controlled under the
CoM of the robot. For real hardware, with small deviation of CoM, the error can be
easily corrected with small virtual foot steps.
In order to reuse the planner and controller developed for biped robot, some
modifications are needed to generalize the framework for both biped and quadruped.
Here only some key modifications are explained.
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(a) Humanoid with line feet. (b) Quadruped bound gait.
Fig. 4.19 Humanoid robot walking sideways and quadruped bound gait. Front/rear
pairs of legs resemble the line feet when the humanoid robot walking sideways. The
red arrow indicates the walking directions.
(a) Humanoid with planar feet overlap. (b) Quadruped trot gait.
Fig. 4.20 Humanoid robot walking forward with overlapped feet and quadruped bound
gait. Diagonal pairs of legs resemble the planar feet of a humanoid robot when the
feet of the robot stack together.
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Whole-body Controller Generalization
For the whole-body controller, in order to deal with biped robot and quadruped
robot, the GRF needs to be generalized. For biped robot, planar feet are normally
equipped. The GRF acting on each foot could be represented by a spatial force
f is = [nix, niy, niz, f ix, f iy, f iz]T which consists of a pure couple ni = [nix, niy, niz]T and a
pure force f i = [f ix, f iy, f iz]T . However for a quadruped robot with point feet, this
representation is redundant since it is basically under-actuated and can only get
pure force from the contact point but not couple. The same applies to biped robot
with line feet or point feet. This motivates me to choose another representation for
GRF. It has been explored in several previous works [126] [59]. The basic idea is to
represent the spatial force f is = [nix, niy, niz, f ix, f iy, f iz]T as a combination of pure forces
f ij = [f ijx , f ijy , f ijz ]T (i: support foot index, j: vertex index) acting at the contact
polygon vertices. As shown in Figure 4.21, various types of contacts can be represented
in a unified form. For each vertex force f ij, friction constraints (3.5) and unilateral
constraints (3.6) can be easily enforced. What is beneficial of this formulation is that
the (3.7) is inexplicit enforced by the unilateral constraints (3.6). That is to say, by
constraining the z-component for all vertex forces to be positive means that the foot
has to stick to the ground. With all positive z-component, the average CoP (ZMP)
will stay inside the support polygon by definition.
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Fig. 4.21 GRF vertices representation.
Walking Motion Planner Generalization
For both biped and quadruped walking, the same LIPM template model will be used,
so there is no essential difference between them. The same MPC scheme will be used
to produce the walking references as explained in 4.1.2. The cost function (4.12)
stays unchanged however the constraints based on whole-body kinematics needs to be
adapted. For example, for biped robot, the feet clearance constraints are necessary to
avoid self-collision. This no longer holds for quadruped robot. More specifically, this
feet clearance constraints various depending on what gait the quadruped robot is using.
For trot gait, since the gait planning is based on virtual legs, the self-collision problem
will never happen. This constraint vanishes for imaginary trot legs. For pace and
bound gait, the situation is slightly different. Physically it is feasible for quadruped
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robot to cross the virtual legs as long as the physical legs does not collides with each
other. When bounding forward, the font legs could be narrowed to allow the rear legs
swing past. When pacing forward, under situation such as being pushed to the right,
the left legs could be narrowed or widened to swing over right stance legs to avoid
collision.
For quadruped robot, the planner is planning gaits for virtual leg, a mechanism that
maps virtual leg behavior to physical legs are needed, and vice versa. At touchdown
moment, the average position of swing feet will be calculated and used as virtual
stance foot position which is needed for planning. Current CoM states will be also
used as initial state for planning. Based on those information, the planner will plan
virtual foot placements and CoM trajectories for next few steps (normally two steps
are enough). The very first planned foot placement will be used to generate swing
trajectory for the virtual leg. The planner only gives the foot placement for the virtual
leg, the foot placement needs to be mapped to physical leg pair. The foot placement
for the virtual leg can be thought as the averaged position of the physical leg pair, but
it still leaves two degrees of freedom unspecified: the distance between the physical feet
that form the virtual leg and the yaw orientation of the line connecting the feet [125].
The distance could use a predefined constant value and the yaw orientation of the line
connecting the feet could use the orientation of the base link. In such a way, the robot
is able to walk in x-y direction with fixed yaw orientation. In fact, the yaw control can
be incorporated into this leg coordination mechanism. As shown in Figure 4.22, trot
gait assumed, it shows the touchdown moment, LF/RH legs are switching from stance
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phase to swing phase. The virtual swing foot is calculated from LF/RH leg pair. After
the next foot placement has been planed, yaw offset has been considered to calculate
the final foot placements for the swing leg pair.
Fig. 4.22 Foot placement with yaw control. Final planed foot placement have been
plotted in blue color.
State Machine Generalization
For biped walking motion, no double support phase has been assumed. We will keep
similar assumption for all dynamic gaits (trot, pace and bound) for quadruped robot
which assumes that no more that two contact points exists during the whole walking
motion. That is to say, the legs of the quadruped robot works in pairs and at any time
only one pair of legs stay in contact with the ground. For biped walking, the robot
switch between left foot and right foot with fixed duration. To reuse the state machine
developed for biped walking, we also decided to use the same switching pattern. The
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only difference is that the quadruped robot switch between pairs of legs instead of
single leg.
Simulation Results
To validate the feasibility of extending the biped control framework to quadruped,
several walking simulation have been conducted on HyQ [127], a hydraulically actuated
torque-controllable quadruped robot. In order to test the robustness, several obstacles
have been added into the scene. The top-level command given to the robot is a forward
velocity and all the rest gaits and whole body motion are generated autonomously.
The results is plotted in Figure 4.23. When walking over obstacles, the robot adapts
its footsteps due to unexpected footholds variations. Different gaits require different
parameters but the overall framework remains the same and it proves its generality.
4.3 Cross-Step
The comparison between humanoid and quadruped inspired me to explore the possibility
of cross-step on humanoid robot. For a quadruped, the cross-step motion is more
naturally emerged. As shown in Figure 4.24, the BigDog has been disturbed from one
side, during the recovery process, its forelegs cross together. This cross-step motion
is achievable on a quadruped with staggered feet and it is relatively easier for them
due to the fact their legs are long and thin. For a humanoid robot, its legs are usually
more bulky and therefore more problematic for this type of motion due to self-collision.
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(a) HyQ trots over obstacles. LF/RH pair trajectory in green, RF/LH
pair trajectory in blue. CoM trajectories is plotted in red color.
(b) HyQ paces over obstacles. LF/LH pair trajectory in green, RF/RH
pair trajectory in blue. CoM trajectories is plotted in red color.
(c) HyQ bounds over obstacles. LF/RF pair trajectory in green,
LH/RH pair trajectory in blue. CoM trajectories is plotted in red
color.
Fig. 4.23 HyQ walks over obstacles with different gaits.
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Fig. 4.24 Boston Dynamics BigDog takes large side step after been heavily disturbed
from side. In the last plot (lower left), the two front legs cross together.
In the next chapter, two new configurations are introduced for humanoid robot which
enables the robot to do cross-step motion.
In this part two new configurations for humanoid robot balancing and locomotion
have been explored. Centroidal momentum manipulability analysis has been performed
to study the features of the newly proposed configurations. Numerical simulations show
that they outperform the regular ones in terms of angular momentum manipulability.
More than that, the new configurations allow the humanoid robot to perform cross-step
motions which is usually risky or mechanically impossible for most existing robots.
However, cross-step introduces non-convex feasible region which makes it difficult to be
incorporated into the existing step planner as explained in 4.1.1. Therefore, a simple
heuristic has been proposed to help choosing a sub-convex region for the step planner.
To validate the cross-step movement, walking simulations have been performed.
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4.3.1 Introduction
For a humanoid robot, maintaining its balance is usually the first priority to guarantee.
Many criteria has been proposed to evaluate its stability, and thus help designing of
balance or locomotion controller. The most commonly used dynamic stability criteria
is zero moment point (ZMP)[128, 33] or center of pressure (CoP), it is required to stay
inside the support polygon for all time. Foot rotation indicator (FRI) [129] requires
the foot has no rotation. Zero Rate of change of Angular Momentum (ZRAM) [130]
guarantees rotationally stability. Capture point (CP) [37] defines a point on the ground
where the robot can step to in order to bring itself to a complete stop. All these
criteria summarizes the robot stability on a reduced dimension geometry point and
this compression unavoidably cause the loss of information. For example, infinite
configurations which are stable could ended up with the same ZMP (or CoP).
Most model-based balancing or locomotion planner use a simplified model to
represent the essence of a high degree of freedom multi-rigid-body system. Based on
the template model, planner often generates Center of Mass (CoM) and end-effector
references for the humanoid robot to track. The ability to closely track those references
becomes extremely important for system controllability and stability. Manipulability
of end-effector is proposed for measuring this ability and it has been well studied
[131–133]. Correspondingly, this manipulability concept has been extended to ZMP
point [134] and CoM point [135] [136] [137] [138]. Furthermore, centroidal momentum
manipulability concept [71] has been proposed to quantify system linear and angular
momentum manipulability.
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(a) forward/backward (b) twist
Fig. 4.25 Two new configurations for humanoid robot which enables it to perform
cross-step. The left one is called forward/backward configuration: left knee bending
forward and right knee bending backward. The right one is called twist and can be
achieved from the left one by one more crossing legs action.
In this paper, two new configurations for humanoid robot have been proposed
first as shown in Figure 4.25. Centroidal momentum manipulability analysis has been
performed on these two configurations, as well as two other conventional ones. Based
on the newly proposed configurations, cross-step possibility has been explored. In
the end, walking simulations have been performed to show the viability of cross-step
movement.
4.3.2 Centroidal Momentum Manipulability
The Centroidal Momentum Matrix (CMM) relates the robot’s generalized velocities to
its centroidal momentum [71]:
h = A(q)q̇ (4.13)
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where h ∈ R6×1 is the centroidal momentum, A ∈ R6×(6+n) is the CMM, q̇ ∈ R(6+n)×1 is
the generalized joint velocity which consists of the floating-base velocity q̇b = [vb, ωb] ∈
R6×1 and actuated joint velocity q̇a ∈ Rn×1.
Centroidal momentum manipulability and corresponding ellipsoid are also proposed
in [71]. Due to the scale disparities between the linear and angular part of the system
momentum, it is preferred to construct two ellipsoids separately. More specifically,













where l ∈ R3×1, k ∈ R3×1 are centroidal linear momentum and angular momentum,
Al ∈ R3×(6+n) and Ak ∈ R3×(6+n) are corresponding linear and angular momentum
matrix. The subscript b and a indicate the base related part and configuration related
part of corresponding momentum matrix. More specifically, Alb ∈ R3×6 maps floating
base velocity to system linear momentum and Ala ∈ R3×n maps the actuated joint
velocity part.




where det(∗) denotes the determinant operation, the index ωl measures the ability of
transferring generalized joint velocity q̇ to system linear momentum l. Since Al is
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related to the q, this index is also configuration related. This index is just a scaler
indicator, more information can be visualized by constructing a ellipsoid from the
matrix Al with singular value decomposition (SVD),
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The principle axes of the ellipsoid are σxux, σyuy and σzuz. It is worth noting that
the manipulability can be also calculated from singular values ωl = σxσyσz. The same
calculation also applies for the angular momentum matrix Ak and all sub-matrices in
(4.14).
Manipulability Contribution
As mentioned before, the system momentum is contributed from floating base velocity
q̇b and actuated joint velocity q̇a. The previous part can be interpreted as base
movement related contribution to system momentum, and the later part can be treated
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as body movement related contribution. In general, they contribute differently to
system momentum. We are going to explore this in simulation with the lower body of
our humanoid robot CogIMon.
The lower body of CogIMon has 12 actuated DoF (6 for each leg: 3 hip joints,
1 knee joint and 2 ankle joints) [69]. A fake mass link has been fixed to the top of
pelvis link to represent the upper body. In simulation, the robot has been command
to a given posture (CoM height equals to 0.8m). Manipulability corresponding to
sub-matrices in (4.14) have been computed and listed in Table 4.1. According to
the data in the table, the contribution from floating base velocity q̇b dominant the
linear part (ωla : ωlb = 1:3375). However this is not the case for angular momentum,
actuated joint velocity q̇a contributed a comparable part (ωka : ωkb = 1:6) of angular
momentum for the system. It is more straightforward to compare the contribution
by observing the different manipulability ellipsoids as shown in Figure 4.26. All the
results indicate that the actuated joint velocity q̇a has very limited contribution to the
system linear momentum (or CoM velocity) but has a considerable amount of influence
on the angular momentum. As a result, this paper will focus on studying how body
movement contributes to the angular momentum of the system.
Table 4.1 Manipulability Contribution
Manipulability ω ωb ωa ωa : ωb
Linear momentum 209575.85 207226.92 61.40 1:3375
Angular momentum 66.03 42.73 6.63 1:6
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(a) Linear momentum ellipsoids generated from Al, Alb and Ala
(b) Angular momentum ellipsoids generated from Ak, Akb and Aka
Fig. 4.26 Momentum manipulability ellipsoids. For better visualization, a scale factor
10−2 has been applied to those linear momentum ellipsoids. Because of the scale
disparities between linear and angular momentum, a different scale factors 10−1 have
been applied to angular momentum ellipsoids. Linear momentum ellipsoids have been
plotted in red color and angular momentum ellipsoids in blue for differentiation.
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Angular Momentum Manipulability Related To Different Configurations
In this part, four different configurations as shown in Figure 4.27 are going to be
examined. The forward/forward configuration is just like human with two knees
bending forward. It is possible for a robot to bend its knees backward with proper
mechanical design and which results in the backward/backward configuration. One
analogy is the elbow-up and elbow-down configurations for a manipulator. A mix of the
previous two leads to the forward/backward configuration. It can be further extended
to a twist configuration by crossing step the left foot to the right side of the right foot.
Fig. 4.27 Four configurations of humanoid robot (arrows indicate forward moving
direction): (a) forward/forward; (b) backward/backward; (c) forward/backward; (d)
twist. Here, forward and backward means knee configuration.
To evaluate the angular momentum manipulability of these four configurations, the
feet of the robot are initiated at the same location on the ground (left foot and right foot
has been swapped in twist configuration) and the CoM is regulated to the same position
(x and y take the position of the center of the feet, z = 0.8m). The configuration
related angular momentum ellipsoids are plotted in Figure 4.28 and corresponding
manipulability indexes have been calculated and listed in Table 4.2. It can be seen from
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Fig. 4.28 Configuration related angular momentum ellipsoids of four different configu-
rations from left to right: forward/forward, backward/backward, forward/backward and
twist.
the table that the configuration forward/forward and backward/backward have similar
manipulability. However, these two configurations show different directional features
(the first two plots in Figure 4.28). Considering the principle axes of the ellipsoid as the
optimum direction to generate angular momentum, the two configurations have different
optimum directions. Both forward/backward and twist configurations give better
manipulability than single sided configuration (forward/forward, backward/backward).
Among all the configurations, forward/backward gives the best angular momentum
manipulability.
Table 4.2 Angular Momentum Manipulability Related To Different Configurations
Manipulability f /f b/b f /b twist
ωk 66.03 66.04 90.78 74.54
ωkb 42.73 43.13 54.42 42.15
ωka 6.63 6.59 10.37 9.36
Note: f →forward, b→backward
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Lift-up Motion
In the previous section, it has been concluded that the forward/backward configuration
gives the best angular momentum manipulability. However the result only valid for
the specific posture for which the corresponding CoM height is 0.8m. In this part, the
manipulability is going to be examined for a series of configurations. The robot is
requested to do a lift up motion, the CoM height has been commanded from 0.7m to
0.88m (due to leg length limit). Angular momentum manipulability index ωka value
has been recorded through out the whole process. Results for all four configurations
are shown in the Figure 4.29. It is obvious that the forward/backward is the best
for this motion among the four configurations. The twist configuration shows good
manipulability with lower CoM height, and it decreases as the robot lift-up. The other
two configurations have no difference for this motion. One might notes that the angular
momentum manipulability index increases as the robot lift-up, this relationship is
reversed for the linear one which decreases as the robot lift-up. This can be interpreted
in the way that as the masses of the robot distributed further and further away from
the CoM, they gain more and more influences on the centroidal angular momentum
with increasing moment arms.
In general, the proposed configurations forward/backward and twist give better
angular momentum manipulability for a wide range of postures. This is not the
only benefits it brings to the robot, they also enables the new movement possibility:
cross-step.
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Fig. 4.29 Configuration related angular momentum manipulability through out the
lift-up motion for four different configurations.
4.3.3 Cross-step Movements
Robust walking of humanoid robots often requires the robot to be adaptive to external
disturbances and terrain irregularities. Three push recovery strategies that allow the
robot to recover from different levels of external push has been presented in [91]. Push
recovery stepping strategies have been proposed in multiple works [37] [139] [140]
[141]. Additionally, different model predictive control (MPC) formulation have been
proposed to updates foot placement online [118] [119] [120] [121]. To meet real-time
requirement, linear models are often chosen as template model to perform iterative
online optimization involved in the MPC control scheme. Non-linear formulation
which involve step timing optimization have been explored in several recent studies
[142][143][144]. Considering the worst case scenario in which the robot has been
heavily pushed towards the right during the right support phase, a two step strategy
is necessary: put down the left foot as close as possible to the right foot within as
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Fig. 4.30 Corss-step. The red arrow indicates a push force from left to right acting on
the robot at a certain moment, and this initiates the cross-step action: the left foot
swing over the right foot and lands on the right side of it.
short as possible duration, followed a large right side step. For human, a more natural
reaction would be cross their legs to make a cross step directly. This action is however
risky or mechanically impossible for most existing robots. The proposed configurations
forward/backward or twist could be a solution to this problem.
The cross-step action with forward/backward configured robot is shown in the
Figure 4.30. As can be seen from the figure, the robot switches from forward/backward
configuration to twist configuration with one cross step. Actually, the same can happen
from twist configuration to forward/backward configuration. As a result, the robot
can switch between these two configurations infinitely which means that the robot
can do multiple cross-steps continuously as plotted in Figure 4.31. One might notice
that self-collision happens between the hip-pitch links, this is due to the fact that the
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mechanical design is finished before we come up with this cross-step idea. But it is
absolutely possible to avoid this problem with proper design.
Fig. 4.31 Multiple corss-steps. The robot switches from forward/backward to twist,
and then from twist to forward/backward. Footprints has been labeled with squares,
the green ones represent the left footprints and the red ones are for the right foot.
Cross-step Feasible Region
With the possibility to do cross-step action, the feasible region for the swing foot is
enlarged. For footstep planning, the feasible region F of the swing foot is usually
defined by:
F ∈ D ∩ K ∩ C (4.20)
where D is the design region, K is the kinematic feasible region, C is the collision-free
region. For the two cases illustrated in Figure 4.32, they have different design region
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(a) forward/forward (b) twist
Fig. 4.32 Design region for left swing foot while the robot takes different configuration.
Assuming in right single support phase, the right stance foot has been plotted in red
and a fixed frame has been attached to its center. The swing left foot is in green and
several possible landing prints have been plotted for reference. Grey strip labels out
unfeasible regions due to self-collisions between feet.
D:
Df/f = {(x, y) ∈ QI ∪ QII} (4.21)
Df/b = {(x, y) ∈ QI ∪ QII ∪ QIV } (4.22)
where QI , QII and QIV stands for quadrant I, II and IV of (x, y) plane, f/f and f/b
stands for forward/forward and forward/backward. f/b configuration increased the
design region with one more quadrant comparing to f/f configuration .
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Simulation
The walking motion is simulated in Gazebo + ROS (Robot Operating System) envi-
ronment. For Gazebo simulator, ODE physics engine has been chosen. Each joint of
the robot could be controlled in position mode or torque controlled. In the simulation,
we choose pure torque control mode for all the joints. Robot Odometry data (pelvis
position and velocity) and joint states (positions and velocities) has been sent to control
system as state feedbacks. A two level hierarchical control system has been used to
generate walking motion for the robot. High-level controller plans Cartesian space
trajectories for CoM and feet. The low-level controller is a whole-body controller which
takes the desired CoM and feet trajectories as input and finds out the joint-torques
for all joints. The controller has been formulated as a quadratic optimization problem
whose goal is to track desired trajectories as good as possible and at the same time
with respect to all kinds of constraints, such as dynamic feasibility, friction cone, torque
limits [120] [145]. The whole-body controller is running at a much higher frequency
than the high level controller, in walking simulation 1000 Hz has been used.
Walking Planner
The model we used to generate the reference motion is linear inverted pendulum model
(LIPM) and many walking pattern generation methods based on this model have
been proposed [34] [35] [146]. The model is composed of a point mass and a massless
telescopic leg. Therefore, the planner based on this model provide no information




Fig. 4.33 Robot walking in different direction: (a) The robot is walking forward, (b)
the robot is walking towards its right direction.
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trajectories and it replans these trajectories at support switching moment for next
three steps. Here it is assumed that no double support phase exists, left support phase
switches to right support phase simultaneously. The planner is formulated as a liner
model predictive control problem which takes future foot placements as optimization
variables [120] [121]. Suppose there is a desired average velocity vref the robot needs
to track. The first optimization goal is to minimize the least square error between this
desired velocity vref and future switching moment CoM velocities (three steps have
been considered in this work). The other goal is to minimize the least square errors
between replanned footsteps and desired footsteps. Desired footsteps are calculated
based on desired velocity vref with consideration of inter-feet clearance to avoid self
collision between feet. With cross-step enabled, the feasible region of desired footsteps
expanded as shown in (b) of Figure 4.32. However the stance foot makes the feasible
region non-convex, in this case, we have to select a convex sub-region to make problem
convex and solvable. In this paper, convex sub-region has been chosen in a heuristic
way: either QI ∪ QII or QIV depending on how much lateral velocity been commanded
or how much lateral disturbance been applied. Taking the lateral velocity as example,
a threshold value could be defined in advance, if commanded lateral velocity goes
beyond this threshold, the design region switch from QI ∪ QII to QIV . The same rule
applies for lateral disturbance case.
Walking motion in different directions have been simulated as shown in Figure
4.33. Walking forward and walking sideways have been demonstrated. The robot takes
cross-step action in the sideways walking. Actually, the cross-step action is trigged
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Fig. 4.34 Walking forward with twist configuration.
by the reference velocity vref . with a y component of vref beyond certain threshold,
it will trigger the cross-step motion for the robot. A small one will results in small
side step without crossing legs. A strong side push on the robot could also trigger the
cross-step in the same direction. One thing worth noting is that the robot does not
have to switch back to forward/backward configuration to be able to walk forward.
That is to say, the robot can perform walking forward motion in twist configuration as
well and it is shown in Figure 4.34. This guarantees the robot could change walking
direction at any stage of cross-step.
4.3.4 Conclusion
In this part, we propose two new configurations for humanoid balancing and walking. We
have compared them with other regular configurations in terms of centroidal momentum
manipulability. They indeed provide better angular momentum manipulability. One
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major benefit of the proposed configurations is that they enable the robot to do cross-
step motion. This is a useful skill for humanoid push recovery but long being ignored
due to hardware limitation. With cross-step enabled, the robot is more robust to
lateral direction disturbances. However, due to non-convex feasible region, traditional
convex optimization can not be directly applied to plan cross-step. A simple heuristic
has been proposed to overcome this problem. Walking simulation has been performed




To generate dynamic motions such as hopping and running on legged robots, model-
based approaches are usually used to embed the well studied spring-loaded inverted
pendulum (SLIP) model into the whole-body robot. In producing controlled SLIP-
like behaviors, existing methods either suffer from online incompatibility or resort to
classical interpolations based on lookup tables. Alternatively, this paper presents the
application of a data-driven approach which obviates the need for solving the inverse
of the running return map online. Specifically, a deep neural network is trained offline
with a large amount of simulation data based on the SLIP model to learn its dynamics.
The trained network is applied online to generate reference foot placements for the
humanoid robot. The references are then mapped to the whole-body model through a
QP-based inverse dynamics controller. Simulation experiments on the WALK-MAN
robot are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in generating
bio-inspired and robust running motions.
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5.1 Heuristic Controller
In the early stage of legged robot running research, heuristic controllers has been
developed to realize hopping and running motion on one, two or four legged robots.
The controller is developed relying on deep intuition of the system dynamics, applying
separate control laws to different parts of the locomotion task. With such kind
of decomposition, the controller becomes simple but yet effective. Mainly three
independent sub-tasks are involved in the controller: hopping height, body-posture
and forward velocity. First applied to monopod, this method has been later extended
to 2D and 3D biped. But all those robots share similar design of light prismatic legs
which makes them unrealistic when compared to articulated humanoid robot. In this
part, we are going to apply the same controller to our humanoid robot and it will be
the base line for comparison with our newly proposed neural-network controller in the
next section 5.2.
Hopping Height As described in [147], the hopping motion is an oscillation governed
by the mass of the body, the springiness of the leg and the gravity. These character
features are summered from the light-weighted prismatic leg design of their hopper.
For our humanoid robot, they can not be directly applied but equivalences exist. The
springy prismatic leg could be simulated with a virtual spring that connects the CoM
of the robot and the feet as shown in Figure 5.1.
One part of the original control system is to excite cyclic hopping motion while
regulating the height. It indicates that the control law for this task should also consists
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Fig. 5.1 Virtual spring connecting CoM and feet.
two parts: exciting cyclic motion part and height regulation part. For the exciting
part, the robot needs to generate spring force in the virtual spring axial direction.
The magnitude of the force can be calculated based on virtual spring length difference
between current one and set point. The direction of the force is from the feet to the
CoM. For implementation, virtual model control method could applied to incorporate
the virtual spring force into the whole-body controller. With only the exciting part,
the hopping motion is basically emulating the idea mass-less spring behavior. For
realistic simulation considering contact model, this is not going to last forever since
the system energy will be lost gradually due to landing impacts. That’s why we need
another regulation part to inject energy and sustain the hopping motion. This can be
achieved in different ways. The original plan is to deliver a vertical thrust during each
support phase and this can be achieved with controlled hydraulic cylinder. Here, we
would like to achieve the same goal with proper virtual spring extension. A simple
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proportional controller that calculates spring extension based on the hopping height
error would work: ∆l = kP (hdes − hlast).
Body Posture The body posture control part is just to keep the upper body of
robot upright. The original plan is to use a simple PD controller to regulate the body
posture towards desired orientation. Since the hopper has a point feet, it is actually
utilizing the contact force (mainly the tangential friction force) to help orienting the
torso. For a humanoid robot with a planar feet, this task is essentially easy since extra
torque could be acquired even through it is limited by the size of the feet. This task
can be also easily considered in the whole-body controller as an orientation regulation
task.
Forward Speed The key to maintaining long-term balance and control the global
motion is foot placement. Forward speed can be regulated by foot placement too. The
original proposed control law is to place the leg to an appropriate forward position with
respect to the body during the flight phase. The foot placement has strong influence
on the ensuing stance phase, depending on where it is, the robot could accelerate
or decelerate. There exists a neutral foot position which would results in symmetric
stance phase and therefore zero net acceleration. Then the control of forward speed is
just a matter of linear corrections of foot position with respect to this neutral point.
For the humanoid robot, a slightly modified version is adopted:
xf = k1
ẋTst
2 + k2(ẋ − ẋ
∗) (5.1)
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where xf is the calculated foot placement in x direction with respect to CoM, Tst is
the expected stance time (previous stance period could be used), ẋ and ẋ∗ stands
for current and desired CoM velocity, k1 is the neutral point correction gain and k2
is velocity correction gain. k1ẋTst/2 is an estimated neutral point, on top of it the
correction term k2(ẋ − ẋ∗) has been added to gradually correct the velocity. Of course,
a dead-beat controller is possible to bring the robot to desired velocity in less steps,
but it requires a lot of simulation or experimental data to build up the loop-up table.
This control law is applied during the flight phase. As mentioned before, although
the angular momentum is conserved during the flight phase, the relative foot placement
still could be controlled. Knowing the CoM velocity during the flight phase, foot
placement could be constantly corrected. In this way the robot becomes reactive to
external disturbance even in flight phase. We call it in step correction. However,
the velocity information is difficult to get only with on board sensors in flight phase.
Assuming that the CoM horizontal velocity in flight phase does not change, the velocity
at previous take off moment could be used in (5.1). This implementation may results
in a less responsive controller but step to step correction is still enabled.
5.2 Neural-Network Controller
The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model is a well recognized template
model [148] for hopping and running based on the biomechanical studies [149, 150].
Despite its simplicity, it accurately describes the CoM dynamics, ground reaction force
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profiles, and transitioning between different phases of motion observed in humans [151].
Thanks to its reductive and platform-independent model, it has been widely used in
the design and control of legged robots [152–155]. In particular, the controlled SLIP
is used as a planner in the high-level control structures of robot to provide it with
references that are implicitly consistent with the natural dynamics of running.
The SLIP running is a dynamic gait rendering cyclic stability, which requires a
sufficiently large prediction horizon for control. Early studies in this regard are largely
influenced by the simple intuitive control implemented on Raibert’s hoppers [147]. The
machines were able to exhibit dynamic behaviors while it was assumed that the control
of hopping height, speed and posture are decomposed. Although inspiring, all those
robots share similar design of light prismatic legs, i.e., a SLIP-like morphology. When
it comes to controlling legged robots with non SLIP-like morphologies like a humanoid,
such an intuitive approach inspired by biology alone shows limited success. Moreover,
the aforementioned decoupling leads to long convergence time due to the simplistic
model used for control.
A large body of research in the SLIP literature has been directed towards more
accurate and realistic controls, most of which may be categorized into two schemes:
the methods which implement dead-beat like controllers through solving the running
return maps [156, 42, 44, 157]; and tabular control methods relying on look-up tables
constructed upon the data generated by comprehensive forward-in-time simulations
covering a wide range of SLIP states and parameters [158–160]. Application of the
former to online control is not preferred, due to the non-linear optimization inevitably
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Fig. 5.2 WALK-MAN Lower body running in simulation. The Center of Mass dynamics
of the robot is controlled to match that of a SLIP model. A neural network trained
offline with a large amount of SLIP simulation data is used to encode the foot placement
behaviour.
involved in the computations. The latter is fast enough for online implementation since
a look-up table can be constructed offline. However, it is practical only for the range
of parameters using which the look-up table is constructed. Moreover, the size of the
table grows exponentially with the number of the input variables, which challenges the
generality of the approach.
The present work strives to fill the gap between the non-linear optimization method
and the classical look-up table method by using a deep neural network. The network
is trained offline with large amount of simulation data based on the SLIP model to
learn its dynamics. Once this most time-consuming part has been done, the trained
network could be easily deployed online for real-time querying. The knowledge learned
from simulation data are encoded in a limited number of weight parameters and this
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parametric representation does not enlarge with inputs and outputs. Comparing to
the look-up table approach, the interpolation between data are naturally embedded
inside the network.
Having developed an effective data-driven controller for the SLIP planner, we
consider the embedding of the template behaviors into the whole-body robot. At this
stage we need to focus also on the abstracted out dynamics such as the touchdown
impact and torso stabilization. The former is known to be a real challenge in control
of legged robots in general and dynamic gaits in particular, as the impact phenomenon
is a fuzzy phase of motion. In order to make sure that the planned template behaviors,
which are intentionally constrained to be energy conservative, remain feasible for
the real robot, we adopt an energy regulation technique that determines the takeoff
moment as the moment at which the energy lost due to the touchdown impact has been
restored. Application of this takeoff event condition on top of the previously proposed
leg length modulation [161] remarkably improves the robustness against uncertainties
introduced by the touchdown impact and other unmodeled dynamics in the planning
phase. This takeoff event modulation together with the CoM reference trajectory and
the touchdown angle tracking, all planned by the controlled SLIP, are mapped into the
whole-body robot through a state-of-the-art QP-based inverse dynamics controller.
5.2.1 Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum Model
The spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model consists of a point mass m and
a massless spring with stiffness k and rest length l0 as shown in Figure 5.3. Three
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Fig. 5.3 The spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model. The figure shows the
sequence of events (Apex-TD-TO-Apex) and phases (flight-stance-flight) involved in
one step of running. The leg angle at TD moment (θT D) decides the evolution of stance
and ascending flight phases.
phases (flight-stance-flight) are involved in one step of the running motion and they
are separated by touchdown (TD) and takeoff (TO) events. During flight phase, the





where (x, z) are the coordinates of the point mass in sagittal plane, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. The massless leg can be arbitrarily positioned during flight
phase in preparation for the touchdown. At the touchdown moment, the system
switches to stance phase, the point mass follows the dynamics:

mẍ = k[l0(x2 + z2)−1/2 − 1]x
mz̈ = k[l0(x2 + z2)−1/2 − 1]z − mg
(5.3)
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Once the leg length l =
√
(x2 + z2) reaches its rest length l0 during spring extension,
the system takes off and enters the flight phase again.
The apex point (ż = 0) during flight phase is usually chosen to study the periodic
motion of system. At the apex point, the system state can be described by one variable
ẋ (or z) due to the total energy conservation:
1
2mẋ
2 + mgz ≡ E (5.4)
where E is the total energy of the system which is conserved throughout the whole
process. Here the velocity ẋ at apex point is chosen since we are more interested in
regulating the running speed. Given the speed at one apex point, the system behavior
in the ensuing stance and flight phases is fully determined by the touchdown angle
θT D. The next apex state is a function of current apex state and the touchdown angle:
ẋn+1 = f(ẋn, θT D,n) (5.5)
where n denotes the current running step. A one step deadbeat controller emerges by
inverting this apex return map:
θ∗T D,n = f−1(ẋn, ẋ∗n+1) (5.6)
where θ∗T D,n is the touchdown angle that ensures reaching the desired velocity ẋ∗n+1 at
the next apex. However, the hybrid nature of the return map and nonlinearity of stance
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phase dynamics (5.3) exclude the possibility of finding a closed form solution for this
inverse relationship. As such, the problem of finding θ∗T D,n is inevitably transformed
into a nonlinear optimization problem:
θ∗T D,n = min
θ
||ẋ∗n+1 − f(ẋn, θ)||2
s.t. θmin < θ < θmax
(5.7)
where θ is the touchdown angle to be optimized to bring the system state at next
apex f(ẋn, θ) as close as possible to the desired one ẋ∗n+1 respecting the angle limits.
Usually, this time-consuming optimization process can only be conducted offline,
while convergence cannot be guaranteed. These limitations motivate us to explore a
different possibility which better suits the online implementation requirement, that is
a neural-network-based representation for the inverse mapping (5.6).
5.2.2 Deep Neural Network Controller
The proposed neural network takes the inputs [ẋn, ẋ∗n+1] and outputs the touchdown
angle θ∗T D,n. A deep learning techniques is adopted to train the network offline. The
trained network is then applied online which produces an output for every possible
inputs. Below, we first describe how valid datasets are generated for training the
network and then present the structure of the neural network and the training process
in detail.
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Data Generation
The neural network under consideration learns from datasets that comes from apex-
to-apex simulations of the SLIP model as given in (5.5). Each simulation produces
one dataset. For simplicity, we choose a constant energy level and all simulations are
performed with this energy level Econs. Given a fixed energy level, the initial state
can be completely determined by an initial horizontal velocity ẋ0. Together with a
touchdown angle θ0, we can simulate forward the SLIP model to get the next apex
velocity ẋ1 = f(ẋ0, θ0). At this point, a training example has been generated. A








from which a training example (x(i), y(i)) is collected as:

x(i) = [ẋ(i)0 , ẋ
(i)
1 ]T
y(i) = [θ(i)0 ]
(5.9)
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where i = 1, 2, ..., n. Repeating this process with a different initial velocity and
















One thing worth mentioning is that the initial velocity ẋ(i)0 and touchdown angle θ
(i)
0
can be chosen randomly but should be within reasonable limits. Specifically, touchdown
angle limits are defined as: θ ∈ [0, tan−1(µ)] where µ is the static friction coefficient.
The velocity is limited in the range [0,
√
2(Econs − mgl0)/m] where the upper bound
is defined with respect to the minimum height (rest length l0), the slip model can
take. Below is the pseudocode used to generate the training data sets. To be concise,
X, Y = [], [];
















x(i) = [ẋ(i)0 , ẋ
(i)
1 ]T ;




Algorithm 1: Generating the training data sets
we have not presented the guard functions inside the forward simulation we used to
eliminate those bad data examples such as certain combination of ẋ(i)0 and θ
(i)
0 which
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leads to negative vertical velocity at TO moment. In this paper, the parameters used
for training is Econs = 750, m = 85, l0 = 0.8, k = 42500. A training set of size 30000 is
collected and 5% of it has been used as test set.
Neural Network Structure and Training
To learn the generated data, a fully-connected feed-forward network (FNN) has been
used. Compared to tabular approaches [158] which check the entry closest to a given
input and produce the associated output, FNN allows to generalize to different inputs.
In addition, it can model non-linear functions by using non-linear activation functions,
improving over the previous linear methods [162]. For a given input x(i), we can define
the FNN in a recursive way as follows:
hl = fl(Wlhl−1 + bl), ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , L}
with h0 = x(i) and hL = ŷ(i),
(5.11)
where L is the total number of layers, fl is the activation function applied on the
corresponding layer l, Wl are the weight matrices, bl are the bias terms, and ŷ(i) is
the predicted output. We can summarize the above equation by ŷ(i) = fNN(x(i); W )
where W = {W1, b1, · · · , WL, bL} are the weights that need to be optimized. In our
experiments, our network has 3 hidden layers with 20, 50, and 20 units respectively.
We used ‘relu’ as the non-linear activation function for each hidden layer. To avoid
overfitting, we regularize our network using dropout. The training was carried out
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||y(i) − fNN(x(i); W )||2, (5.12)
along with the Adam optimizer. We trained the network for 100 epochs using a batch
size of 128, and a learning rate of 0.0001.
5.3 Mapping SLIP-like Motions to Whole-body Robot
We now describe how the planned template behaviors are encoded into the whole-body
robot. The humanoid robot used for the simulations is the WALK-MAN [163]. In
simulation we only use the lower-body of the robot for simplicity but with the idea in
mind that the upper body could improve the performance by fully utilizing the swing
motion of arms [44].
5.3.1 SLIP model to Whole-body Model
The fundamental difference between the template and real robot models is the inertia
distribution. Different from the SLIP model which can arbitrarily position its mass-less
leg during the flight phase, the swinging movement of heavy legs of our humanoid
robot would cause noticeable change in the torso orientation. One needs to carefully
consider this in designing the swing leg movement, otherwise the robot can shortly lose
the balance. We avoid this problem by limiting the movement speed of swing leg at a
cost of velocity regulation speed.
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Apart from that, the effect of touchdown impact for the robot with heavy legs is
severe, and it results in considerable energy loss in each step. Since our SLIP model
simulation is conducted at a certain energy level (5.4), it is critical to maintain the
same energy level for the robot to ensure relevant mapping. A number of strategies
are proposed to compensate the energy loss. In [161], an energy correction law is
proposed to inject energy with pre-compressed spring leg before touchdown based on a




+)T H(q̇+) − (q̇−)T H(q̇−)|
= 12(q̇
−)T JTc (JcH−1JTc )−1Jc(q̇−)
(5.13)
The resting length of the spring at touchdown is changed to:
l+0 = l−0 + ∆l (5.14)
where ∆l =
√
2∆Eloss/k. In practice, we find it difficult to compute an accurate
estimation of the energy loss due to the touchdown timing inaccuracy and impact
model mismatch. The impact is usually modelled as an elastic contact lasting for a
period grater than an instant. As such, techniques relying merely on feed-forward
calculations such as the one presented above may not guarantee an appropriate energy
regulation. To tackle this issue, we propose a touchdown energy boost up and takeoff
energy cut-off action pair. At TD instant, extra boost up energy ∆Eboost has been
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added so as to make sure that the system will achieve higher energy level when the leg
extends to reach
l+0 = l−0 + ∆l + ∆lboost (5.15)
where ∆lboost =
√
2∆Eboost/k is the extra extension due to boost energy. However, for
the TO detection, instead of checking leg length, energy checking will be used to decide
the TO moment:
TO : E = 12mv
2 + mgz > Econs (5.16)
where Econs is the desired energy level, beyond this level, the robot switches to flight
phase immediately. Applying this method on the humanoid robot, we are able to bring
the system energy to desired level in one step.
5.4 Simulation
The simulation environment used in this paper is Gazebo + ROS (Robot Operating
System). The default physics engine ODE (Open Dynamics Engine) has been chosen to
simulate the whole-body robot. The control loop runs at 1 kHz and control commands
are sent to Gazebo through ROS. Two dimensional sagittal plane hopping has been
simulated first to verify the proposed method. After that, running in three dimensional
space has been conducted by composing two template models [164].
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Fig. 5.4 Snapshot of sagittal plane hopping. The green sphere represents the CoM of
the whole-body robot. The three green traces show the history of CoM and center
points of the feet. Two states (Stance and Flight) and two events (TD and TO) are
involved.
5.4.1 Hopping in Sagittal Plane
The hopping motion in sagittal plane can be well approximated by a two dimensional
SLIP model. Two phases involved in the motion: stance phase and flight phase. A
state machine has been employed to monitor the phase transitions. It is constantly
checking TO or TD event to trigger the corresponding transition. TD happens when
the feet touch the ground. Different checking methods (feet height, force-torque sensor)
may trigger the transition at varying moment. Thanks to the energy boost and cut-off
(5.15) (5.16) correction, the robot could end up with the same TO energy level.
Tasks involved in each phase are different. The whole-body controller will switch
between the various tasks based on the state machine.
During the stance phase, tasks being closely tracked are: centroidal dynamics,
torso orientation regulation and ground reaction force distribution (equal distribution
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between the feet). For the feet, no specified goals are given, they adapt to the ground
due to the non-slip constraints. At the TD moment, the high level controller will
forward simulate once with the SLIP model (rest length modified for energy injection
purpose) to get the whole CoM trajectory during the following stance phase. This
CoM trajectory is then been used as desired tracking trajectory for the whole-body
controller.
During the flight phase, the robot is under-actuated. The system CoM follows
a ballistic trajectory. The only task to be controlled is the foot placement. In this
work, no trajectories are specifically designed for the feet. The foot placement targets
with respect to CoM are calculated from the touchdown angle provided by the trained
neural network: 
Gxf = l0 sin(θT D)
Gzf = l0 cos(θT D)
(5.17)
For accurate velocity tracking, on top of the touchdown angle provided by the trained
neural network, an simple PID controller has been added:
θT D = θff + θfb
= fNN([ẋ, ẋ∗]) + PID(ẋ − ẋ∗)
(5.18)
where θT D is the reference touchdown angle sent to the whole-body controller which is
composed of a feed-forward term θff and a feedback term θfb. ẋ is the current CoM
velocity and ẋ∗ is the desired one during the next flight phase.
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Fig. 5.5 Sagittal plane hopping CoM velocity. On the left side is the results from the
neural network controller, and the right one comes from the Raibert controller. In both
cases, the robot are released from the same height of 0.85 m with a forward velocity of
0.3 m/s. The target velocity is 1 m/s.
For this sagittal plane hopping case, the goal is to regulate the forward speed to
1.0 m/s. The robot is released from a 0.85 m height in the air and with an initial
velocity of 0.3 m/s in x direction. It directly enters flight phase after releasing. These
initial states are chosen rather randomly without special calculation. The CoM velocity
recorded from the simulation is plotted in Figure 5.5. As a comparison, we also plot the
data recorded from another simulation in which the Raibert foot placement controller
has been used [17]. Theoretically, the SLIP model should be able to regulate to any
achievable velocity in one step. However, this ability is limited by the touchdown
angle range and also by the kinematic limits and actuation limits presented in the
whole-body robot. In spite of that, it can be seen that the neural network controller
took fewer steps to reach the desired velocity and also with less regulation error. In
both cases, the energy correction law successfully regulate the energy to the desired
level within one step. The results also prove its generality.
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Fig. 5.6 Sagittal Plane Hopping Energy Level. Results come from different controllers
but the same energy regulation law. The left one is our neural network controller and
the right one is the Raibert controller
5.4.2 Running in 3D
Running is a three dimensional movement. In the previous section, the two-dimensional
case has demonstrated the effectiveness of the neural network controller. To extend it
to three dimensional space, two possibilities are: 1) composing two two-dimensional
SLIP model to generate three dimensional running. 2) considering the 3D-SLIP model.
The later one requires generating new simulation data and train a new neural network
with expanded input and output dimensions. In this paper, we adopt the former
idea. Without any modification of the trained neural network, we directly apply it
to the lateral plane motion. Actually, observing the training data, a large amount of
simulation ends up with reversed TO velocity comparing to the initial velocity which is
exactly the case of lateral hopping motion. Therefore, running is treated as a hopping
motion composed of sagittal hopping and lateral hopping, each component is governed
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Fig. 5.7 Snapshot of running. The green sphere stands for the CoM position of the
robot. The three green traces represent the history of CoM and center points of the
feet. State machine includes three states: Flight, Left Stance, Right Stance. Two
events (TO and TD) trigger the transition between these states.
by a two-dimensional SLIP model. These two template models are synchronized by a
state machine as shown in Figure 5.7.
Tasks controlled in single stance phase are: centroidal dynamics, torso orientation
and swing foot placement tracking. For the stance foot, no specified goals are given,
it adapts to the ground due to the non-slip constraints. No ground reaction force
distribution is needed since all forces comes from the single stance foot. In flight
phase, only the foot preparing for landing is paid more attention to and it is controlled
carefully to track the touchdown angle provided by neural network. The other foot
stays in idle mode in horizontal direction and only keeps a clearance between itself and
the ground. Additionally, any foot in the air is always controlled to be parallel to the
ground.
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Fig. 5.8 Running CoM velocity plot. Results from composed neural network controller
(left) and composed Raibert controller (right). The robot is released from the height of
0.85 m with a forward velocity of 0.2 m/s. After three steps it regulates to desired
velocity 1.5 m/s.
Again, the CoM velocity results are compared between the neural network controller
and the Raibert controller are shown in Figure 5.8. The neural network controller
shows better regulation speed and less steady state error.
5.5 Extension to 3D-SLIP
Previously, a neural-network controller has been build based on 2D-SLIP model. For
the 3D running, we composed two 2D-SLIP models to realize it. A more straight
forward way would be directly derive the controller from 3D-SLIP model. Since the
neural-network is flexible for input and output dimension, it is easy to extend the 2D
case to 3D. Here we briefly explains how the same formulation could be extended to
3D. As shown in Figure 5.9, there is one more parameter to parameterize the swing leg
orientation in this case. The touchdown angle is still θ and ϕ is a splay angle which is
the angle between swing leg projection and x axis direction. Other parameters such as
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m, k and l0 have been considered as constants and they stands for mass, stiffness and
rest length of the model.
The dynamics in flight phase is: p̈ = g, where p stands for the position of the mass
and g is the gravity vector. In stance phase, the dynamics becomes:
mp̈c = k(l0 − ||l||)l̂ + mg (5.19)
where l0 is the rest length of the model, l = p − pf is the length of the spring in stance
phase.
These dynamics are characterized in inertial coordinates. However for the data
generation, local coordinates has been chosen to simplify the parametrization involved
in the training process. In a local frame, the initial state at current apex point, the slip
model could be fully described by its height zn and forward velocity ẋn. After one step,
at the next apex point, the state could be characterized by zn+1 and horizontal velocity
[ẋn+1 ẏn+1]T . Further more, the magnitude of the horizontal velocity is coupled to the
height zn+1 with constant energy E with ẋ2n+1 + ẏ2n+1 = 2E/m − 2gzn+1. It indicates
that only two parameters are enough. Here, the more intuitive pare of parameters have
been chosen: (v, dγ), v =
√
ẋ2n+1 + ẏ2n+1 is the magnitude of the horizontal velocity
and dγ is the heading angle deflection after one step. Therefore, the model behavior
could be captured by a forward map function:
(v, ∆γ) = f(ẋn, θ, ϕ) (5.20)
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Fig. 5.9 The 3D spring-loaded inverted pendulum (3D-SLIP) model in flight phase.
Given a desired heading velocity v∗ and heading deflection ∆γ∗ with respect to
current apex state, the reverse relation ship emerges:
(θ∗, ϕ∗) = f−1(ẋn, v∗, ∆γ∗) (5.21)
At this point, the previously proposed neural-network based method could be
applied to encode this inverse relationship. With a simulation initialized with forward
velocity ẋ0, z could be calculated from chosen constant energy level E. The robot enter
flight phase with ẋ0 at height z. Given a pair of leg angle (θ, ϕ), the landing point is
deterministic and can be calculated (l0 is known). Right after touchdown, the robot
enters stance phase, since leg stiffness k is also fixed, the whole stance phase could be
simulated until take off even. The following flight phase also needed to be simulated
until the apex. At this moment, the terminal velocity is known and (v, ∆γ) can be
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decided accordingly. With this whole process of forward simulation, one data sample
could be collected as: 
x = [ẋ0, v∗, ∆γ∗]T
y = [θ, ϕ]T
(5.22)
Repeating this process with various initial conditions and control parameters, the whole
data set can be collected. The rest training part is the same as the 2D case described
in section 5.2.2. Network structure needs to be updated based on new training data
dimension. The same training algorithm could be applied and some training parameters
needs to be tuned.
5.6 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed to use a deep neural network to encode the dynamics of
a simple template model and then map to the whole-body robot. Different from the
non-linear optimization based approach or the classical tabular method, it transfers
most of the computations offline. Once trained, the query of learned knowledge is
very fast and can be embedded into real-time control framework. The two-dimensional
SLIP model long-term dynamics (return map) has been successfully learned by the
neural network. The approach itself is general and not limited to this 2D case with
low-dimensional inputs and outputs. As explained in previous section, extension to
3D-SLIP model has been briefly added. The next step is to consider the robustness
of trained neural network controller. Another aspect would be incorporating more
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parameters such as spring stiffness and energy level into the framework which are
assumed to be constant in current implementations.

Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
6.1 Summary
The objective of this dissertation was to explore existing locomotion approaches and
contribute to towards more dynamic capabilities for humanoid robots. This work
provides a general control framework that could deal with balancing, walking, hopping
and running. Based on the required behavior, different template models can be
chosen to generate appropriate reference trajectories for feet and CoM. No matter
which template model has been used, a finite horizon prediction has to been made
to guarantee the long term locomotion stability. An optimization based whole-body
controller takes these reference trajectories as input and generates whole-body control
commands for humanoid robot at every time step. The combination of a simple-model
based long-term predictive planner and a whole-body model based short-term tracking
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controller has been proven to be very effective in generating versatile dynamic motions
for humanoid robot.
As shown in Chapter 3, without any template model, the whole-body controller alone
could deal with many locally stable tasks such as landing on unknown uneven ground,
balancing with multiple contacts including hands and feet, riding on two-wheeled
self-balancing mobile platform.
In Chapter 4, LIPM regarding several steps of predictive horizon has been considered
in the framework enables the robot to perform various types of dynamic walking motion.
The existing MPC control scheme has been improved as shown in Chapter 4 to enable
the robot to walk without any reference foot placement anchoring. It can be described
as a discrete version of “walking without thinking” which only use foot placement
to stabilize walking motion without relying on ankle torque to modulate ZMP. As
a result, the robot could achieve versatile locomotion modes such as automatic foot
placement with single reference velocity command, reactive stepping under large
external disturbances, guided walking with small constant external pushing forces,
robust walking on unknown uneven terrain, reactive stepping in place when blocked by
external barrier. As an extension of this proposed framework, also to increase the push
recovery capability of the humanoid robot, two new configurations have been proposed
to enable the robot to perform cross-step motions.
In Chapter 5, more dynamic hopping and running motion have been studied. SLIP
model has been considered as a better template model for these dynamic motions.
This template model also takes long term stability into consideration and provides
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footstep placement which allows the robot to stabilize the running cycle as well as
modulating the running speed. In this sense, it also falls into the category of MPC
scheme. Theoretically, multiple steps predict horizon could be considered for SLIP
model. The SLIP model is capable of deadbeat to desired state in one step for a
large range of speed, therefore only one step has been considered in our study. Other
than traditional model-based analytical approach, a data-driven approach has been
proposed to encode the dynamics of the this model. A deep neural network is trained
offline with a large amount of simulation data based on the SLIP model to learn its
dynamics. The trained network is applied online to generate reference foot placements
for the humanoid robot. Simulations have been performed to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach in generating bio-inspired and robust running motions. The
method proposed based on 2D SLIP model can be generalized to 3D SLIP model and
the extension has been briefly mentioned in section 5.5.
6.2 Future Work
A framework has been build integrating simple template model based planner and
whole-body model based controller. A wide range of tasks has been achieved with this
framework: balancing in place, multi-contacts, riding transportation tool, walking and
running. A number of potential extensions and improvements to the work are listed
here.
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• Transition between template models. In this work, different template models
have been used to generate walking and running motion. The transition between
two template models could be useful when the robot wants to switch from one
type of motion to the other. Alternatively, some other works combining templates
models [47] [165] shows promising results and this could be another approach to
have consistent control scheme.
• Angular momentum in planning. In this work, a simple setpoint (zero) are used in
whole-body controller to damp out extra angular momentum. No proper planned
trajectory is available at this moment however they could be very important for
dynamic motion such as running which involves stance phase and flight phase. In
flight phase, the momentum is conserved. During the stance phase, the controller
tries its best to damp out the extra angular momentum. It means that, rotational
motion is not desirable throughout the whole running process which might not be
true. This could be tell from the template model as well, considering only point
mass and mass-less leg model indicates the neglecting of angular momentum
effects. A template model considering angular momentum could potentially
improve movement performance.
• Walking step timing. In current walking MPC control scheme, only fixed step
time is considered. The robot is following strict clock ticks switching between
different support phases. This limits somehow the push recovery capability of
the robot. For example when the robot been pushed left during the left support
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phase, since the robot can not cross the right swing foot the left further than
the left foot, the best strategies would be putting down the right foot as soon as
possible to the closest point to the left foot and than take another large left step.
In current framework, this is not enabled due to fixed step time setting. The
robot has to wait until the end of the whole swing phase to take further reaction
steps.
• Time based and event based control. The walking phases switching (left support
and right support) is based on time however this is not the case for the running
motion. For running motion, the switching between stance phase and flight phase
is based on events (touchdown event and take-off event). A time-event hybrid
driven re-planning scheme has been briefly mentioned in section 4.2.8. Merging
two template models into the same framework still remain unfinished.
• Neural network controller extension to 3D SLIP model has been briefly mentioned
in section 5.5. The 3D SLIP model is intrinsically not self stable, more stability
analysis are needed or extensive validation on trained neural-network on test sets
is necessary.
6.3 Conclusion
In this thesis, a control framework has been developed to enable humanoid robot
achieving various types of motions. Different template models have been used to
describe the most important dynamics of the robot for different types of motions.
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Model predictive control has been applied to reason about long term stability based
on simple models. The whole-body controller will tracking the long term goals during
current time step considering all physical constraints. With this scheme, balancing,
walking, hopping and running have been achieved. For different types of motion,
controllers are developed rather separately and seamless switching between motions
is not an easy task. Although detail implementation differs from each other, they
do share some common characteristics: simple models can indeed capture the main
characters of dynamic motions (CoM motion and foot placements). Reasoning about
long term behavior based on these simple models greatly increase the robustness of the
system. Compliance is crucial to achieve stable contact switching. Angular momentum
improve the system performance in general. State estimation and feedback is critical
for successful re-planning.
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